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PHYSIOLOGIC AND EMBRYOLOGIC STUDIES 
OF THE YELLOW (AY /a) MOUSE 
Abstract 
GERALD R. CIZADLO 
Under the supervision of Nels H. Granholm, Ph.D. 
Mice heterozygous for the dominant AY gene have a yellow 
coat plus an altered metabolism which results in diverse physiologic 
characteristics including a greatly increased amount of carcass fat, 
a longer body and tail length, slightly more muscle mass, increased 
feed efficiency, increased susceptibility to spontane·ous and induced 
tumor growth, and reproductive inefficiency in females. Homozygous 
AY animals die in utero. The mutation produces a lesion which is 
potentially valuable as an investigative· tool for the study of physio­
logic mechanisms and relationships of diverse metabolic pathways. 
Several experiments were performed to gain information concerning 
the Af effect. 
Rate of oxygen consumption and rate of body weight gain were 
measured in yellow (AY /a) and black (a/a) mice before and after AY /a 
animals became obese. Rate of gain was similar between genotypes 
before 5 0 days of age, but AY /a mice gained faster thereafter. Rate of 
oxygen consumption was greater in obese AY /a mice than in a/a controls, 
but differences were not present before AY /a animals became obese. 
Regression of oxygen consumption against body weight showed no 
differences between genotypes. In addition, no difference was found 
in resting metabolic rate as estimated by rate of oxygen consumption 
per unit of surface area. 
In an attempt to determine the contribution of energy expend­
iture for locomotor activity to the obesity of AY/a mice, activity pat­
terns and levels of AY /a and a/a female mice were measured during 
the entire dark phase of the light:dark cycle before and after AY /a fe­
males became obese. Peak activity occurred during the first two hours 
of the dark phase and was not different between genotypes. Total level 
of activity measured by a method which reflects total energy output for 
locomotion ( cage vibration) was not different between genotypes either 
before or after AY /a females became obese. The portion of the night 
spent awake was not different between genotypes. Correlation between 
body weight and activity was low. 
To observe physiologic differences between genotypes, resting 
respiratory rate was measured in 12 0 mice, including an equal number of 
animals of each genotype and sex. Genotypic differences were present 
both before and after AY /a animals became obese. Respiratory rate dif­
ferences were also present between sexes in AY /a mice, but not in a/a 
controls. 
In studies of mating characteristics and embryonic losses in 
AY /a mice, more AY /a than a/a females were non-copulators. No 
difference was found in number of offspring produced by a/a females 
when mated to either AY /a or a/a males. However, AY /a females had 
smaller litters than a/a females when mated to males of either geno­
type. A smaller than expected number of AY /a animals survived to 
weaning, but no difference in survival between sexes was found. No 
difference in number of embryos present in the reproductive tract prior 
to implantation was found in AY /a and a/a females. 
Reproductive tracts of AY /a and a/a females mated to AY /a males 
were examined histologically at 1 OS hours post coitum. Embryos 
from these matings did not contain a different total number of nuclei, 
but did have a significantly different number of inner cell mass nuclei. 
Degree of abembryonic trophoblast proliferation was slightly less in 
embryos resulting from AY /a x AY /a matings. No difference in number 
of embryos, corpora lutea, embryo size, or uterine reaction to blas­
tocysts was found between crosses. 
Embryos flushed from the reproductive tract at 62 and 80 hours 
.2..ost coitum from AY /a and a/a females mated to AY /a males were 
examined ultrastructurally. Six embryos were observed which were 
morphologically abnormal. Two contained isolated blastomeres and 
developmental features of younger embryos. One contained a 
degenerating trophoblast cell; other cells of this embryo were abnormal, 
but were not in an advanced stage of degradation. Two embryos had 
unique nucleolar morphology and an unusual abundance of intracisternal 
A particles. One embryo was in an advanced stage of degeneration 
affecting all blastomeres. No single ultrastructural alteration which 
was characteristic of AY /AY embryos was found. 
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Due to the diversity of effects of the AY allele, it seemed worth­
while to review the available literature on several of the lethal yellow 
phenotypic characteristics individually and in some detail in the first 
section of this work. Following this review are reports of experiments 
performed in an attempt to add further information concerning several 
effects of the lethal yellow gene. Each research report contains a 
short literature review which applies to that specific investigation, 
the materials and procedures utilized, the results obtained and con­
clusions which were drawn from the results presented. Finally, a 
section is included which attempts to integrate the sum of the exper­
imental findings into the previously available information concerning 
the heterozygous and homozygous lethal yellow phenotype. 
Mice heterozygous for the dominant AY gene at the agouti locus 
have a yellow coat plus an altered metabolism which results in di­
verse physiologic characteristics including a greatly increased 
amount of carcass fat, a longer body and tail length, slightly more 
muscle mass, increased feed efficiency, increased susceptibility to 
spontaneous and induced tumor growth and reproductive inefficiency 
in females. Homozygous AY animals d ie in utero ; for this reason, 
the gene has been termed lethal yellow to distinguish it from the AVY 
allele, which also may result in a yellow coat, but is not associated 
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with embryonic lethality and is therefore called viable yellow. 
The basic biochemical alteration resulting from presence of the 
AY allele has not been demonstrated, nor have cause and effect re-
lationships been established for the phenotypic characteristics, 
although progress has been made in that direction. Researchers in 
various disciplines have directed their efforts towards elucidating 
the mechanism of action for several reasons. First, mutations such 
as this may_ act in the same manner as metabolic inhibitors to provide 
a treatment whose effects on a metabolic system provide insight into 
functional relationships of that system. However, the effect of the 
mutation may be more specific and, therefore, allow more definite 
conclusions to be drawn. Secondly, alteration of relationships be-
tween metabolic systems due to the mutation allows assessment of 
mechanisms through which these systems interact in the same manner 
as would exogenous experimental treatments. Finally, metabolic 
alterations in a mutant system may suggest possibilities for methods 
of control of physiologic relationships in applied sciences. For 
example, the mechanism resulting in greater feed efficiency in yellow 
mice may be useful to the producer of commercial animals if it could 
be induced by a simple treatment. 
Pigmentation 
According to Wolfe and Coleman ( 1966), coat color in mice may 
be affected quantitatively and qualitatively by 70 different genes at 
40 loci. One of these loci, agouti, has several (at least seven) 
possible alleles which determine both the color and arrange�ent of 
pigment granules within the hair. If the pigment formed is eumelanin, 
exclusively, the animal is non-agouti and the coat is black; if only 
phaeomelanin is formed, the pelage is yellow. As hair growth pro­
ceeds in agouti animals, eumelanin is exclusively formed first, 
followed by exclusive production of phaeomelanin, and, finally, the 
pigment-forming melanocytes again produce eumelanin. The result 
of this II switching" from formation of one type of pigment to the other 
is a hair which is black on its terminal end with a sub-terminal band 
of yellow; the remainder of the hair is black ( Galbraith, 1964). This 
type of coloration is found in a wide variety of mammals and may pro­
vide natural protection from predators (Wolff, 1971  ) • 
The existence of a II switching" mechanism in agouti (A/-) ani­
mals plus the occurrence of alleles which allow only the production 
of eumelanin (a/a) or phaeomelanin (AY /-) by melanocytes makes 
the agouti locus a valuable tool for investigation of mechanisms by 
which genes exert their effects. For this reason, pigmentation af­
fected by alleles of the agouti locus has been quite extensively 
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studied. An additional benefit of studies in this area is that rela­
tionships betwee n the pleiotropic physiologic effects resulting from 
the presence of the AY allele may be more thoroughly defined through 
an understanding of effects of this allele on the microenvironment of 
melanocytes which results in exclusive phaeomelanin production. 
Biochemical synthesis of pigments, e specially phaeomelanin, 
is incompletely understood. In general, investigators believe that 
eumelanin production depends upon tyrosine as the initial precursor. 
Through a multi-step oxidation which requires the enzyme tyrosinase 
at one or more steps, tyrosine is first converted to dihydroxyphenyl­
alanine (dopa) which subsequently forms phenylalanine-3, 4-quinone 
( dopa quinone) and then indole-5, 6-quinone which polymerizes. The 
polymerization product finally co-polymerizes with a protein to form 
melanin granules which are deposited within growing hair (Wolfe and 
Cole man, 1 9 66). Evidence for the steps of phaeomelanin synthesis 
is less conclusive, but Prota and colleagues (as reviewed by 
Geschwind et al., 1 97 2) presented biochemical findings which are 
in agreeme nt with current in vivo observations. In this scheme, 
cysteine is the basic precursor and combines with dopa quinone to 
form 5-S-cysteinyl dopa and 2-S-cysteinyl dopa non-enzymatically. 
These inte rmediates cyclize through an enzymatic oxidation to form 
dihydrobenzothiazine derivatives. Following oxidative coupling of 
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these compounds I various trichosiderin pigments, which include 
phaeomelanin 1 are produced. Earlier theories of phaeomelanin pro­
duction held that tryptophan wa s the precurs or, but in vivo and in 
vitro s tudies were unable to demonstrate the relations hip conclus ive­
ly (Wolfe and Coleman, 19 6 6 ) . 
In what is now considered a cla s s ic experiment, Silvers and 
Rus sell ( 1 9 5 5 )  transplanted s kin between animals of various geno­
types and established that the type of pigment produced was not 
determined by the melanocytes,  but rather by the genotype of the 
hair bulb cells which provide the melanocyte environment . Galbraith 
( 1 964) confirmed and extended these findings through quantitative 
and transplantation experiments utilizing agouti animals. He found 
that the typical agouti pattern was altered in different body areas and 
concluded that the degree of, or lack of , switching between eumela­
nin and phaeomelanin synthesis was determined by differences in 
the microenvironment of various body areas.  He also demonstrated 
that the rate of hair growth affected the s ize of the yellow band of 
agouti hair; faster-growing hair had a larger band. · Galbraith' s  
( 1964) microscopic examination of hair follicles led him to conclude 
that the change from eumelanin to phaeomelanin production occurred 
very rapidly because only a small degree of intermixing of granules 
in a single follicle was found. Bas ed upon the high correlation 
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between rate of hair growth and phaeomelanin production, he theo­
rized that tyrosine, which is the precursor of eumelanin, was uti­
lized preferentially for hair formation and therefore precipitated a 
switch to phaeomelanin production. Further evidence presented to 
substantiate this line of reasoning was that ( 1 ) local injection of 
tyrosine resulted in all-black hair formation, ( 2) peak hair-bulb 
mitotic activity and hair growth occurred during the time of yellow 
band formation, ( 3 )  colchicine inj ection resulted in all-black hair 
formation, presumably through decreased mitotic activity, and ( 4 )  
extra-follicular melanocytes produce eumelanin exclusively, possi­
bly due to decreased competition for substrate and the presence of a 
good blood supply. However, theories of phaeomelanin synthesis 
discussed above indicate that cysteine is the precursor of phaeo­
melanin and this amino acid is used extensively in the synthesis of 
hair ( Geschwind et al. , 19 7 2) . Therefore, if the rate of hair growth 
affects the pigment produced, it seems that cysteine concentrations 
would be lowest during the time when it was being used as a substrate 
for phaeomelanin synthesis. 
An alternative theory of the I I switching ' '  mechanism in agouti 
mice has been advocated for many years by C leffman ( as cited by 
Geschwind et al. , 197 2 ) and was originally based upon observations 
of mouse skin in vitro. In this work, it was demonstrated that the 
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agouti pattern could be obtained from skin of a/a mice, which nor­
mally produce eumelanin exclusively , if glutathione were added to 
the media for short periods to inhibit tyrosine utilization . Further , 
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in the absence of glutathione, skin from AY /- animals, which normally 
produces only phaeomelanin, produced only eumelanin and a/a skin 
produced phaeomelanin if sufficient glutathione were added. 
Cleffman ( 19 6 4) hypothesized that sulfhydryl compounds chelate 
the copper necessary for tyrosinase activity and therefore blocked 
eumelanin formation; the agouti locus was assumed to control sulf­
hydryl levels·. The biochemical theory of phaeomelanin synthesis 
presented above which postulates cysteine as precursor tends to 
support a hypothesis involving sulfhydryl compounds. 
Geschwind et al. ( 19 7 2) have shown that melanocytes from 
mice which normally synthesize only phaeomelanin (AY /-) can be 
induced to form eumelanin by melanocyte-stimulating hormone ( MSH ) 
inj ection or by transplantation of pituitary tumors producing this 
hormone. In addition, these authors have demonstrated that MSH 
inj ection was accompanied by increased tyrosinase activity and that 
this effect was blocked by cyclohexamide but not puromycin , both 
inhibitors of protein synthesis , and not by Actinomycin D, an inhibi ­
tor of RNA synthesis . They also found that phaeomelanin-producing 
animals had less skin tyrosinase activity than did eumelanin-pro­
ducing animals and that the enzyme had different electrophoretic 
properties in the two genotypes . The possibility that altered MSH 
levels are responsible for exclusive phaeomelanin production in AY /­
mice is an attractive one, but Geschwind et al. ( 1 97 2 )  found no dif­
ference in blood MSH between several genotypes tested; further, 
adrenalectomy or hypophysectomy did not alter coat color . On the 
basis of a series of experiments relating MSH and coat color, 
Ge schwind et al . ( 1 97 2 ) postulated that free sulfhydryl groups inter­
act with, and cause disorganization of, matrix subunits of a struc ture 
found in melanocytes, the premelanosome, which forms the melano­
some, the site of pigment formation . This disorganization results in 
decreased tyrosinase ( the eumelanin-forming enzyme present in the 
melanosome) activity and therefore causes a change to phaeomelanin 
production . Ultrastructural differences between melanosomes pro­
ducing eumelanin ( eumelanosomes) and those producing phaeomela­
nin ( phaeomelanosomes ) have been recognized for some time ( Moyer, 
1 9 66), and transitional stages consisting of melanocytes containing 
both types were recently reported ( Sakurai et al . , 19  7 5 ) . 
Another allele of the agouti locus, viable yellow (AVY /-), re­
sults in an interesting variation of coat color . Mice of this genotype 
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vary from agouti animals indistinguishaple from A/- agouti to yellow 
animals similar to lethal yellow (AY /-) mice ( Wolff, 19 7 1 ).  This 
phenotypically labile coat color was shown by Wolff ( 1 9 7 1 ) to be 
influenced by the background genome . Based upon these observa­
tions and Cleffman' s demonstration ( as cited by Wolff, 19 7 1 )  that 
AY /- melanocytes produced phaeomelanin at the lowest sulfhydryl 
concentrations in vitro and that a/a melanocytes produced this pig-- --
ment at the highest sulfhydryl concentrations while A/- melanocytes 
required high sulfhydryl concentration to produce phaeomelanin dur­
ing the normal eumelanin phase and a low sulfhydryl concentration 
during the phaeomelanin phase, Wolff ( 1 9 7 1 )  postulated that altera-
tion of concentration of a homeostatic regulatory substance is con-
trolled by the agouti locus . This hypothesized regulatory substance 
would affect many metabolic systems besides pigment formation . In 
this theory, the background genome determines the basal level of 
regulatory substance while the particular allele present at the agouti 
locus modifies the concentration. This theory would then account 
for the variation of phenotypic effects seen which depend upon the 
background genome . 
Additional information on the pigment pattern of AVY /- mice was 
provided by Galbraith and Wolff ( 1 9 7  4) . · They studied pigmentation 
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in the viable yellow (AVY /- ) mouse quantitatively and concluded that 
patterns of eumelanin-phaeomelanin synthesis in agouti A vy /- mice 
were aberrant compared to the regular pattern seen in agouti A/­
animals . In accord with Wolff ' s  ( 1 9 7 1 )  earlier model, they postulated 
that the wild-type agouti (A/- ) mouse is close to the homeostatic 
optimum and small regulated metabolic fluctuations at certain times 
allow switching between the two types of pigment formed, but 
A vy /- animals are not able to regulate the cellular environment 
with such precision and, therefore, even though the regulatory 
substance is normal, do not switch between synthesis of pigments 
with such regularity. According to this model, AY /- and a/a mice 
have a disturbance of the regulatory factor resulting in their char­
acteristic pigment production . 
Whether the AY allele affects the quality of pigment formation 
through an effect on melanocytes or through a local or systemic en­
vironmental influence is an open question . It has been demonstrated 
that AY /- melanocytes are capable of producing eumelanin (Galbraith, 
19  64; Poole , 1 9 7  4 ,  197  5 ) when provided with the correct environment 
or after MSH treatment ( Geschwind et al . ,  1972), but it is possible 
that these experiments altered the melanocytes themselves rather 
than j ust their microenvironment . However, it seems likely that the 
same altered biochemistry which results in the pleiotropic phenotypic 
features of AY /- mice is also implicated in the activity of the melano­
cytes. This view is strengthened by Wolff ' s  ( 197 1 ) observation that 
agouti Avy /- mice are similar metabolically to A/- mice, while yel­
low Avy /- mice become obese and possess phenotypic characteris­
tics of AY /- yellow mice. 
Obesity 
Danforth ( 1927) was the first investigator to call attention to 
the obesity associated with yellow coat color in mice and its poten­
tial experimental value. His observations of body weight differences 
between yellow and non-yellow mice demonstrated that both obesity 
and yellow coat color were results of the same gene ( AY). As evi­
dence for this conclusion, he noted that he had been unable to ob­
serve any crossing-over. Through mating trials and body weight 
studies, he also showed that adiposity was present in albino mice 
carrying the AY allele. In addition, he demonstrated that excess 
stored fat was utilizable, an important observation which suggests 
that the excess adipose tissue is not stored due to a defect of lipol­
ysis. Danforth ( 1927) also made the interesting subj ective comment 
that in his colony, in which the AY gene was present in several back­
ground genomes, yellow females were frequently sterile; however, 
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when they did bear young, they were good mothers with abundant 
milk . This is not in agreement with the conclusions of several other 
investigators ( Wolff and Bartke, 1966) . 
SJastle ( 1 94 1 )  added statistical validity to Danforth 1 s (1927) 
conclusions concerning obesity in yellow mice. He showed that not 
only do females have a greater degree of adiposity than males, but 
also that yellow mice have a longer body and tail length as the result 
of increased bone growth, an observation which has been repeated 
several times subsequently ( Heston and Vlahakis, 1961 a, b) . 
Castle ( 1 9 4 2) reported data indicating that the AY gene resulted in a 
2 4 . 7 %  increase in body weight, a 2. 7 %  increase in body length, and 
a 1 .  8% increase in tail length compared to non-yellow mice . 
Dickie and Woolley ( 1946), working· at The Jackson Laboratory, 
published observations on a large number of mice carrying the AY 
allele and confirmed reports that body weight of yellow mice greatly 
exceeded that of non-yellow littermates. In the particular background 
genome studied, yellow females were most obese . eight of yellow 
animals peaked between seven and eighteen months and then declined 
to equal controls . Further, they observed that body weight of yellows 
was variable and some animals never became obese, a fact they were 
the first to report. They suggested that this may be due to the effect 
of the background genome on expression of the AY gene; Wolff and 
1 2  
Pitot ( 1 97 3 )  have since demonstrated the important contribution of 
the background genome to AY gene expres s ion . 
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Dickerson and Gowen ( 1 94 6, 1 94 7 ) found through feed efficiency 
studies  that yellow and black mice have equal rates of gain until they 
reach 2 5  to 4 0  days of age, but thereafter yellows gain much more 
quickly with only a s light increase in feed consumption . They con­
cluded that yellows were more efficient in nutrient utilization due, at 
least in part, to decreased energy expenditure in body work . In agree­
ment with earlier reports, greatest gain was s een in yellow females .  
In her Ph . D . the sis, Weitze ( as cited by Carpenter and Mayer, 
1 9 5 8 ) stated that exce s s  weight of yellows was 8 0% fat and 10% 
water, and, in agreement with Danforth ( 1 92 7 ), that this exce s s  was 
metabolizable . She also found that kidney and liver weight was 
greater in yellow mice than in controls, and liver contained normal 
amounts of glycogen .  Her physiologic ob servations, which were 
repeated by Carpenter and Mayer ( 1 9 5  8 ), showed normal fasted blood 
glucose concentration and a certain degree of insulin res i stance in 
yellow mice . 
Carpenter and Mayer ( 19 5 8 ) publi shed data obtained through 
physiologic studies which indicated that obesity in yellow mice was 
due to a difference in metabolism ( metabolic obesity ) rather than to 
a fault of intake regulation ( regulatory obe sity ) .  Yellow females had 
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elevated blood cholesterol concentrations, while both male and fe­
male yellow mice had elevated total blood lipid concentration com­
pared to non-yellow littermates .  Blood ke tones were elevated and, 
as is typical of metabolic obesities, decreased after fasting. Fasted 
blood glucose concentration was normal in yellow mice, but males 
were hyperglycemic when fed . Yellow males showed a hyperglycemic 
response to growth hormone ( STH), adrenocorticotropic hormone 
(ACTH ), cortisone and glucagon, while females did not . All yellow 
animals showed some degree of insulin resistance. 
Further information concerning abnormal lipid metabolism in 
yellow mice was gained through studies of,lipogenesis and choles­
terogenesis using labeled aceta te ( Zomzely and Mayer, 1 95 9). 
Genotypic effects were found with respect to cholesterol : animals 
of both yellow and non-yellow coat colors contained like amounts of 
carcass cholesterol, but liver cholesterol content and 1 4c -ace tate 
incorporation was twice as high in yellows . Incorporation decreased 
to normal in fasted yellow males, but remained eleva ted in females . 
Further, incorporation of labeled aceta te into liver fatty acids was 
twice as great in yellow mice as in non-yellow littermates . The liver 
contribution to lipogenesis was greater in yellow females than in yel­
low males . Fasting resulted in decreased total lipogenesis in con­
trols and yellow males, but not in yellow females . In addition, 
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yellows had a higher liver lipid content and liver lipid c ontent in 
ye llow female s was greater than that in yellow males . The authors 
c onc luded that the mechani sm of obe sity wa s more complex in yel­
low mice than in other forms of metabolic obe sity; they did not pre­
s ent a detailed hypothesis , but did sugge st  that endocrine factors 
may play a role . 
In an atte mpt to uncover a pos sible hormonal cause  for the yel­
low mouse syndrome , Wolff ( 1 9 6 3 ) placed yellow and non-yellow 
littermate s in parabiosis . Weitze ( as cited by Wolff , 1 9 6 3 ) had 
earlier concluded from parabiosis experiments  that thi s technique 
decreased rate of gain and amount and proportion of fat in yellows , 
but Wolff ' s ( 1 9 6 3 ) more carefully controlled experiments  could not 
confirm thi s finding . In hi s work ( Wolff ; 1 9 6 3  ) �  heterogenic pair­
ings  re sulted in increased body length and decreased tail length in 
both parabionts .  No parabiotic effect wa s seen on carca s s  or liver 
composition , but yellows  had a higher proportion of liver and carcas s 
fat , water and non-�at dry re sidue . The largest  genotypic effect on 
liver composition wa s seen in yellow male s . An interesting obs erva­
tion wa s that , even though mortality rate s were low over the s ix 
month parabiotic period for the entire group ( 1 7% ) ,  3 .  3% of i s ogenic 
pairs died c ompared to 2 9 . 3% of heteroge nic pairs . The re s ults of 
the study were inconclusive and the author c oncluded that complex 
1 5 
reciprocal physiologic factors were operative and postulated that the 
AY allele in s ome way alters the effectivene s s  of c ertain hormone s ,  
pos s ibly STH ,  thyrotropin and/or thyroxine . In order  to examine 
pos s ible effects of one of these , STH ,  Wolff ( 1 9 65 ) inj ected yellow 
and non-yellow dwarf mice with STH and mea s ured  growth character­
i stic s . Re sult s of thi s experiment were negative ,  indicating no dif­
ferential re s ponse  to STH between genotype s .  
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Wolff and Pitot ( 1 9 7 3 ) studied catalytic capacitie s of nine rate­
limiting liver enzyme systems in an attempt to differentiate between 
sy stems primarily affected by the AY allele and those ·s econdarily 
affected . Malic enzyme catalytic capacity was consistently in­
crea sed  in yellow mice regardle s s  of the background genome . Thi s 
enzyme is  neces s ary for NADPH production which i s  utilized in fatty 
acid synthe si s . Due to the failure to s how clear genotypic effects , 
the authors sugge sted that any differences  in catalytic capacities of 
the enzyme s s tudied were results of metabolic difference s  rather than 
cau s e s . Further , they sugge sted that any hormonal difference s  be­
tween genotype s were results of metabolic alterations als o .  Activitie s 
of c ertain other enzy me s have been determined  in yellow mice by Buck 
and Martin ( 1 9 7 5 ) . Yellow mice were not different than controls in 
the s e  studie s de signed to study key s teps of glucone ogenesis , amino 
acid cataboli s m ,  lipogene s is and glycoly s i s . However, screening 
methods employed in these studies may be inadequate to uncover 
real differences in specific systems. Physiologic studies may pro­
vide sufficient observational information for formulation of a specific 
biochemical model which may be tested e xperimentally. 
Direct measurement of hormones other than insulin , corticoster­
one and MSH has not been reported in yellow mice . Serum insulin 
concentration was measured in A vy /- mice and was higher in obese 
· yellow mice than in mice of the same genotype but with agouti col­
oration and in non-agouti black mice ( Wolff and Reichard ,  1 970) . 
These authors concluded that alterations of insulin concentration 
were a result of the obesity . Wolff and Flack ( 1 971 ) measured 
plasma corticosterone concentration but were unable to relate differ­
ences to body weight due to variations dependent upon the back ­
ground genome . Geschwind et al . ( 1972 )  concluded on the basis 
of blood hormone as say that MSH was not a factor in the alteration 
of pigment formation in yellow mice and presumably did not play a 
role in development of obesity . 
ACTH has been suggested as a causative factor in yellow obes­
ity ; however ,  Jackson et al . ( 1 9 75) concluded on the basis of ad­
renalectomy experiments that rate of gain was decreased equally in 
yellow and non-yellow mice as the result of this procedure . Sex 
steroid hormone imbalances have also be en implicated due to 
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alterations in mating behavior. and litter size (Wolff a nd Bartke, 
1 9 6 6  L implantation failure ( Eaton , 1 9 6 8 ) a nd increased incidence 
of mammary tumors ( Heston and Vlahakis, 1 9  6 1  b ) . However, ef­
fects of ovariectomy or exogenous sex steroid administration on 
obesity in lethal yellow mice have not been tested nor have circu­
lating levels of these hormones been assessed. However, as sug­
gested by Wolff and Pitot ( 1 9 7 3 ),  any alteration of concentration of 
these hormones which might be present could also be secondary to 
a more basic metabolic defect. 
Indirect methods of analyzing metabolic alterations are poten­
tially useful in determining the most fruitful directions for research 
into the molecular basis of AY /- obesity. Bartke and Gorecki ( 1 9 6 8 ) 
measured oxygen consumption in yellow mice and their non-yellow 
littermates under different environmental temperatures and con­
cluded that yellow mice consumed less oxygen at  1 0  and 20 C, but 
not at 3 0  C, a temperature within the thermoneutral zone of mice. 
They suggested that increased body fat of obese yellow mice pro­
vided better insulation and that no actual difference in metabolic 
rate existed between the tested genotypes. 
The relationship of abnormal fat metabolism to other effects of 
the AY allele is crucial to understanding the pleiotropic phenotype of 
the yellow mouse. By further studies of the mutant metabolism, it 
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may be possible to define the primary metabolic defect and the yel­
low mouse may then provide a useful experimental tool to delineate 
relationships between diverse metabolic pathways . 
Homozygous Lethality 
The existence of the yellow (AY /-) mouse was first called  to 
the attention of the scientific community by Cuenot ( 1905) . In an 
early study of yellow mouse genetics , Castle and Little ( 191 0) con­
cluded that their inability to obtain an AY /AY animal was due to a de­
velopmental lethality and ,  therefore , 25% of embryos of AY /- x AY /­
crosses should be abnormal. Kirkham ( 1917) published a preliminary 
report of his progress toward determining the fate of the lethal embryo 
and its phenocritical period stating that 37. 8% of embryos examined 
microscopically from AY /- x AY /- matings were abnormal , while only 
2 .  3% were abnormal in albino controls . At about the same time , an­
other embryologic study was presented by Ibsen and Steigleder ( 1917) 
which included the following control crosses in addition to AY /- x 
AY /- experimental matings : AY /- male x a/a (black) female , a/a 
male x AY /- female and a/a male x a/a female. They examined uteri 
obtained on days 13 to 19� coitum (.E_. c. ) and found embryo rema­
nents resembling implantation stages in 24 . 5% of the material , a 
close approximation to the theoretical 25% . However , they also 
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found that 1 2. 3% of embryos from AY /- female x a/a m ale crosses 
were similarly degenerating. About 5% of embry os obtained from 
matings of a/a females were degenerate implantation stage embryos 
regardless of the paternal genotype. 
Kirkham ( 191 9 ) published a more c omplete report of his earlier 
experiments in which uteri , fallopian tubes and em bryos from 27 AY /­
x AY /- crosses were histologically examined. He found 131 embryos 
and classified 43 as abnormal ( 32. 8% ). He concluded that the lethal 
phenotype was expressed at implantation and resultant abnormal em ­
bryos were quickly removed through phagocytosis , but not before 
stimulating a normal uterine decidual reaction. Unfortunately , con­
trols in Kirkham ' s study were not yellow females and the effect of the 
abnormal metabolism of yellow heterozygotes on embryonic develop­
ment was not measured. Little ( 1919 ) examined 1 6  AY /- x AY /­
crosses and classified 21 of 1 1 2  ( 1 8. 7% ) embryos as abnormal. 
However , his experiment , as those conducted earlier , was mainly 
concerned with establishing the existence of a developmental le­
thality rather than the timing of that lethality . 
Robertson ( 1 942) performed experiments designed to identify 
the time of expression and mode of action of AY /AY lethality. Uti­
lizing histologic techniques , he conclude d  that developmental fail­
ure occurred at about the time of implantation and that AY /AY embryos 
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elicited a uterine decidual response, but were unable to penetrate 
the uterine epithelium . In addition , he demons trated through trans­
plantation of ovaries from AY /- to non-yellow females followed by 
mating recipients with AY /- males that AY /AY embryos progres sed to 
a later developmental stage in non-yellow host uteri and were able, 
in this new environment, to erode the uterine epithelium . Thus, a 
difference in expres sion of AY /AY embryonic lethality between non­
yellow homozygous and yellow heterozygous uteri was s hown . 
Eaton and Green ( 1962 ) examined uteri his tologically and 
found that 40% of embryos were abnormal in females from eight AY /­
x AY/- cros ses s acrificed between 1 2 7  and 1 5 6  hours .E_. c .  compared 
to 2 .  86% in four non-yellow female x AY /- male cros ses and 1 5 . 4% 
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in five AY /- female x non-yellow male cros ses . Three different back­
ground genomes were present in the experimental material .  A normal 
uterine response was obtained, presumably indicating the presence 
of uterine s tromal edema and subepithelial decidual cell proliferation . 
The authors did not discus s the apparent effect of the maternal geno­
type . Disagreeing with Robertson ( 1942 ), they concluded that im­
plantation was normal and that the lethality occurred at some post­
implantation time . 
In a s ubsequent study, Eaton and Green ( 1963) studied histo­
logically prepared uteri from 43 AY /- x AY /- matings obtained at 
several intervals E• .£· and found that 2 7% of the embryos were ab­
normal. However I no control matings were included . They con­
cluded that abnormal development was due to lack of trophoblast 
giant cell proliferation and lack of synchrony between embryo and 
endometrial development . Eaton ( 1 9 6 8 ) attempted to delay expres­
sion of the lethality by retarding the endometrial reaction through 
administration of steroid hormones ; however I all crosses were AY /­
x AY /- and no assessment of the heterozygous maternal effect was 
possible . Interestingly I he arrived at a very close approximation to 
the expected number of abnormal embryos; in previous investigations , 
including that of Eaton and Green ( 1 9 6 2) ,  a higher number of ab­
normal embryos from AY /- x AY /- matings had been reported which , 
j udging from results of AY /- female x non-yellow male and reciprocal 
matings , was due to the maternal genotype. The possibility exists 
that background genome of the heterozygous female affects expres­
sion of the maternal AY allele in regard to its effect on embryonic 
development as it affects other phenotypic characteristics , and this 
could explain the somewhat variable results . 
Pedersen ( 1 97 4) observed and cultured embryos resulting from 
AY /a x AY /a and AY /a female x a/a male matings flushed from the 
reproductive tract at 5 5  and 8 0  hours .E.• £· Before culture , 8 -cell 
embryos from all crosses flushed at 5 5  hours E· c .  were normal , but 
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after 24 hours in culture , 1 6. 8% became abnormal ( controls = 5.  6% 
abnormal) . Abnormal morulae and early blastocysts flushed at 80 
hours £· c. from AY /a x AY /a matings comprised 2 3. 9% of the total 
( controls = 8. 8% abnormal ) ;  after these embryos were cultured for 
2 4  hours, 2 6. 9% of embryos from experimental matings were abnor­
mal ( controls = 2. 9% abnormal). The earliest morphologic abnormal­
ity observed was developmental arrest and exclusion of individual 
blastomeres. Presumed AY /AY embryos , unlike controls , were not 
able to hatch from the zona pellucida, but since this is not the case 
in vivo where the maternal environment also plays an active role in 
its removal, the authors suggested that this characteristic repre­
sented a failure of trophoblast function. Post-blastocyst develop­
ment of presumed AY /AY embryos in vitro was classified as abnormal 
in both cell types present at this stage , inner cell mass (ICM) and 
trophoblast cells. No explanation was offered for the relatively 
large number of abnormal embryos found in AY /a female x a/a male 
crosses , nor was a reciprocal cross included to determine the mag­
nitude of the effect of the maternal genotype on AY /AY lethality. 
Calarco and Pedersen ( 1 97 6) examined embryos ultra structurally 
which had been identified as AY /AY lethals by morphological and 
developmental criteria described by Pedersen ( 1 97 4 ) • The time of 
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arrest of excluded blastomeres was placed at the 4- to 8-cell stage 
because of the presence of ultrastructural features characteristic of 
that stage in these arrested cells. The authors concluded that both 
ICM and trophoblast cells were susceptible to effects of the lethal 
allele, but noted that fewer ICM cells than expected we re observed. 
A specific effect of the AY allele on embryo ultrastructure was not 
found and the authors concluded that expression of homozygous AY 
lethality occurs over an extended period of time . 
Studies demonstrating the specific biochemical defect which 
results in AY /AY lethality are not available . If the mechanism of 
ac tion of the embryonic lethality differs only quantitatively from the 
mechanism operating to produce the heterozygous phenotype, an 
understanding of either system should allow testing of specific 
models within the other. 
Tumorigenesis 
An effect of the AY gene on the incidence of spontaneous mam­
mary tumors in mice was reported by Little as e arly as 1 9 34. Heston 
added further information concerning this effect in reports describing 
an increased inc idence of induced (Heston , 1 942 ) and spontaneous 
( Heston and Deringer ,  1 9 4  7 ) pulmonary tumors in yellow mice. 
Heston ( 1 9 42 ) postulated that the effect of the AY gene in increasing 
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tumor susceptibility is related to another of its effects, that of 
increasing body weight, bone length and amount of skeletal muscle . 
Morgan ( 195 0 ) confirmed the finding by earlier investigators that 
the lethal yellow allele increased the incidence of induced pulmo­
nary tumors and added that sex differences in susceptibility be­
tween yellow animals existed. In addition , M organ ' s  ( 1 95 0 )  
observations led him t o  conclude that the likelihood o f  pulmonary 
tumor occurrence was greater in animals of greater body weight , a 
conclusion in agreement with Heston ' s  ( 1 9 42 )  theory. In an attempt 
to provide more evidence concerning the effect of body weight on 
tumor susceptibility, Vlahakis and Heston ( 195 9) studied the effect 
of genes which affect body weight and tumor incidence . They found 
that six genes associated with decreased pulmonary tumors also 
caused a decrease in body weight . The single gene studied which 
was an exception, ob, caused animals to become obese but did not 
increase the incidence of pulmonary tumors . The reason for this was 
thought to be that even though the gene does affect body weight, 
other indicators of growth ( total body length , length of femur and 
weight of gastrocnemius muscle) were actually decreased; therefore , 
growth is actually negatively affected by the gene although the 
amount of adipose tissue is increased . 
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The relationship of growth rate and rate of tumorigenesis was 
further demonstrated by Heston and Vlahakis ( 19 6 1a )  through exper­
iments which eliminated differences in body weight between yellow 
and non-yellow mice and, through this alteration, eliminated the 
increased incidence of induced pulmonary tumors. Weight differ­
ences between genotypes were eliminated in two ways in this ex­
periment : by causing non-yellow mice to become obese through 
goldthioglucose inj ections and by limiting fe ed intake of yellows to 
a degree that resulted in equal body weights between genotypes. 
The authors presented no hypothesis describing the mechanism in­
volved, but suggested that a relationship betwe en increased rate of 
tumorigenesis and yellow pigmentation may be through a defect in 
tyrosine metabolism . They also considered the possible involve ­
ment of the endocrine system , especially in relation to the increased 
occurrence of mammary tumors in yellow females. They had shown 
in an earlier report (Heston and Vlahakis, 19 6 1b )  that non-yellow 
virgin females developed mammary tumors much later than non­
yellow bre eding females, but yellow virgins were as susceptible as 
were yellow breeders. 
Wolff ( 19 7 0 ) demonstrated that the environment provided by 
yellow mice was more favorable to growth of Sarcoma 3 7  cells than 
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was that of non-yellows . In addition , his work indicated that mice 
of the AVY /- genotype (which produces a range of coat colors depen­
dent upon the background genome of the m ouse ) had a larger mean 
tumor size when the coat color was yellow . AVY /- mice which were 
similar to agouti in coat color responded to  tumor transplantation in 
a manner similar to true agouti (A/-) or black ( a/a) mice . 
At the present time , information concerning the metabolism of 
yellow mice has not been sufficient to allow any investigator to 
put forward a hypothesis of the mechanism by which the AY gene 
allows increased tumor formation. 
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OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND WEIGHT CHANGES WITH AGE 
IN YELLOW (AY /a) FEMALE MICE 
SUMMARY 
In an experiment conducted to examine metabolic differences 
between obese yellow (AY /a ) and non-obese black (a/a) female 
mice , rate of oxygen consumption was measured and compared to 
differences in body weight betwe en the two genotypes. AY /a and 
a/a animals gained body weight at the same rate before 5 0  days of 
age, but AY /a females gained faster after that time. Rate of oxygen 
consumption was greater in obese AY /a mice than in a/a littermates, 
but no differences were present between genotypes before AY /a fe-
males became obese . Adjustment of rate of oxygen consumption to 
that which would be consumed if all animals were of the same body 
w eight eliminated all differences. Regression of oxygen consumption 
against body weight showed no differences in the rate of change 
between groups. Rate of oxygen consumption per unit of surface 
area was calculated to get a better approximation of resting �eta­




Presence of the AY gene in mice results in several phenotyp­
ic characteristics including a yellow coat color and a high degree 
of adiposity not shared by a/a littermates . Obesity is mos t evident 
in yellow fe males ( Danforth, 1 9 27; Dickie and Woolley, 1 9 47 ) ,  
but causative physiologic mechanisms have not been demonstrated .  
Re lationships of the obesity to other physiologic peculiarities of 
ye llow mice have been of inte rest (Dickerson and Gowen., 1 9 47; 
Wolff, 1 9 63) because these animals may provide a model syste m 
for investigations of metabolic pathway interactions. 
Carpenter and Mayer ( 1 95 8 ) studied several aspects of obes­
ity in yellow mice and concluded that the obesity was due to differ­
ences in nutrient metabolism rather than to differences in intake . 
Energy me ta�olism studies have shown a slightly greater feed in­
take in yellow mice than in blacks, but not of sufficient magnitude 
to account for the difference in body weight ( Dickerson and Gowen, 
19 47 ) . In experiments designed to define metabolic differences be­
tween the genotypes, Bartke a:1.d Gorecki ( 1 9 68 )  associated differ­
e nces in oxygen consumption between yellow and black mice at 
several environmental temperatures with differe nces in body insula­
tio:i due to varying amounts of carcass fat. · Differences between 
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genotypes could not be shown at temperatures within the thermo­
neutral zone of mice ( 3 0 C ) • 
T he present study was undertaken to extend the findings 0£ 
Bartk e  and Gorecki ( 19 68) to animals of different body weights in 
order to determine if differences in oxygen consumption were 
strictly the result of differences in insulation or if they were a 
reflection of metabolic peculiarities due' to the AY gene . Yellow 
and black females were utilized in order to maximize the opportu­
nity to detect differences. 
MATERIALS .Ai."f\JD METHODS 
Experime ntal animals were selected randomly from a colony 
of C 5 7BL/6J-AY /a or -a/a mice derived from bre eding stock origi­
nally obtained from The Jackson Laboratory . Four to six animals 
were grouped per plastic cage with free access to Purina Mouse 
Chow and wa-::er . Bedding was changed once and water bottles 
twice weekly . An 8 -hour dark : 1 6-hour light cycle was maintained 
by aa automatic timer . Colony temperature was maintained at 
2 7  ± 2 C .  
Body weight aad rate of gain C?mparisons were based on data 
from 75 animals younger than 5 0  days and 39 animals older than 5 0  
days ( 5 0  days is approximately the age at which the genotypes 
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begin to diverge in body weight ).  This group included a total of 
5 2 AY/a and 6 2 a/a animals. Logarithms of body weight (g ) were 
usad in regression analyses in order to obtain a more linear function. 
� Body weights were adjusted to the mean age of each group by use 
of regression coefficients before statistical comparison of geno-
types. 
A total of 3 6  females of each genotype were tested for rate of 
oxyge n  consumption. This group included 34 females younger than 
5 0 days and 3 8 females older than 5 0 days. A.:-iimals were weighed 
to the nearest . 1  g a�1.d placed in a 1 3  x 4 cm wire cylinder and 
allowed to acclimate for 3 0  to 6 0  minutes ( or until resting ) . Ox­
ygen consumption was measured by placing each animal within a 
wire cylinder into a closed container with soda lime as a carbon 
·dioxide absorbant and measuring change in gas volume within the 
container with time. At least three consistent measurements of 
five minutes each were made for each animal. Gas volumes were 
corrected to standard temperature and pressure. Oxygen consump­
tion data were recorded as total oxygen consumptio11. ( ml Oz/hour) 
and as oxygen consumption per unit of surface area ( ml Oz/hour/ 
g 2 /3). Tests were completed at room temperature; temperature 
within the animal container was measured before a:i.d after each 
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determination . Mean container temperature was 2 7  ± . 2 C and did 
not differ statistically between experimental groups . All animals 
were tested at approximately the same time of day to minimize 
diurnal variation . Rate of change of oxygen consumption with age 
and body weight was analyzed by linear regres sion . Since oxygen 
con sumption was highly correlated with weight, direct comparison 
of means could be misleading due to weight differences between 
groups ; therefore, data were adjusted to the mean weight by anal­
ysis of covariance . 
Values reported are means ± standard errors . 
RESULTS 
Body Weight . Rate of gain of animals younger than 5 0  days 
of age was not significantly different between genotypes .  Body 
weight adjusted through the use of regres sion coefficients to the 
mean age of 2 5  days was 10.  7 ± 1. 0 3  g for yellow females and 
1 0 . 3 ± 1 .  0 3 g for black females, a non- significant difference . Rate 
of gain between 12 and 222 days of age was highly significantly 
different between genotypes ( figure 1 ) . Mean weight of females 
older than S O  days was highly significantly different between geno­
types when adj usted to the mean age of 1 4 0  days . At 1 4 0  days, 
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Figure 1 .  Regression of log body weight of yellow and black 
female mice against age. A difference in rate of gain 



















mean weight of yellows was 40. 3 ± 1 .  0 3  g ,  while that of black s 
was 2 3. 4 ± 1 .  02  g. Under the present experimental conditions, 
no overlap of adjusted individual weights between the two groups 
was s een; the lightest yellow female weighed 2 9. 9 g at 1 40 days, 
while the heaviest black female weighed 2 7. 2 g. As would be ex­
pected , log weight and age were highly correlated ( correlation 
coefficient: yellow females = . 9 1 ;  black females = . 8 3 ) .  
Total Oxygen Consumption. Comparis on of total o�ygen 
cons umption with no adjustment made for differences in body weight 
revealed differences between genotypes in females older than 5 0 
days (P  < . 0 1 ), but not in those younger than 5 0 days ( table 1 ) . 
In AY /a females, correlation between total oxygen cons umption and 
both age and body weight was strong ( correlation coefficient = . 7 5 ) • 
However, in black females, total oxygen consumption was strongly 
correlated with body weight ( correlation coefficient = . 7 5 ) , but not 
with age ( correlation coefficient = . 33 ) .  Due to this correlation 
with body weight in both groups, meaningful compari sons could be 
made only if oxygen consumption data were adjusted by covariance 
to values which would be obtained if all animals were of the mean 
body weight. Thi s procedure eliminated all significant differences.  
Regres sion of total oxygen cons umption against  age { figure 2 )  
revealed different rates of change between genotypes ( P  < . 0 1 ).  
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TABLE 1 .  TOTAL OXYGEN CONSUMPTION ( ml O z/hour ) 
Color Number 
1 2  to 2 2 2  Day s of Age 
Yellow 
Black 
3 6  
3 6  
1 2  to 50 Days of Age 
Yellow 
Black 
1 7  
17 
51  to 222  Day s of Age 
Yellow 
Black 
* *P < . 0 1  
1 9  
1 9  
Mean Oxygen Cons umption 
Adj usted to Constant Body Weight 
ml Oz/hour F Ratio 
(x ± SE )  
47. 4 2: 2. 1  
50. 9 � 2. l  
37. 6 :!: l . 8  
40. 2 :t 1 . s  
6 6. 3 ± 9. 8  
50 . 2 : 9. 8  
1 . 0 3 
1 . 0 3  
. 7 0 
M ean Oxygen Consumption 
Unadj usted 
ml Oz/hour F Ratio 
( x  ± SE )  
51 . 1  ! 3. 0 
47. 1 ± 2. 4 
3 6 . 8 ± 3. 6  
41 . 0 ± 3. 2  
6 3. 9 ± 3. 0  
52. 6 � 3. 3  
1 . 9 3  
2 . 3 3 




Figure 2. Regression of total oxyge n  consumption of yellow and 
black female mice against age. Oxygen consumption 
increased at a greater rate in yellow than in black females 
( P < . Ol ). 
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However, regression of total oxygen consumption against body 
weight ( figure 3 )  resulted in non-significant differences between 
regression coefficients . 
Oxygen Consumption Per Unit of Surface Area . Oxygen con­
sumption per unit of surface area ( ml Oz/hour/gZ/3 ) provides an 
approximation of resting metabolic rate ( Bartke and Gorecki, 1 9 6 8 ) .  
Results of comparisons of these data between genotypes are shown 
in table 2 .  Significant differences between genotypes were not 
present; however, means of yellows were consistently lower than 
means of blacks . 
Moderately strong correlation was found between oxygen con­
sumption per unit of surface area and body weight in yelloNs ( corre­
lation coefficient = . 65 ) ;  correlation in ·blacks was somewhat less 
( correlation coefficient = . 3 7 ) .  In order to avoid a bias due to 
body weight, means of oxygen consumption per unit of surface area 
were adjusted by covariance to the mean body weight . This pro­
cedure produced adjusted means that were very little different than 
unadj usted means for animals younger than S O  days due to similarity 
of body weights between these groups . In animals older than S 0 
days with greatly different body weights, the adjustment procedure 
resulted in a mean of yellows which was slightly higher than that 




Figure 3. Regression of total oxygen consumption of yellow and 
black female mice against body weight. No significant 
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TABLE 2 .  OXYGEN CONSUMPTION PER UNIT OF SURFACE AREA ( ml Oz/hour/g2/3 ) 
Mean Oxygen Consumption Mean Oxygen Consumption 
Adj usted to Constant Body Weight Unadjusted 
Color Number ml Oz/hour/ g2/3 F Ratio ml 02/h�ur/g 2/3 F Ratio 
( x ±  SE ) ( x  ± SE )  
1 2  to 2 22  Days of Age 
Yellow 36  6 . 40 �  . 2 7 • 67  6 . 24 ±  . 2 7 3 . 65 
Black 3 6  6 . 74 �  . 2 7 6 . 9 0 ±  . 3 0 
1 2  to 50  Days of Age 
Yellow 1 7  7 . 0 6 ±  . 2 7 . 7 8 7 . 1 0 ± . 2 8 . 5 3 
Black 1 7  + 7 . 4 1 _ . 2 7  7 . 3 8 ± . 34 
5 1  to 2 22  Days of Age 
Yellow 1 9  6 . s 8 ±  . 9 7 . 4 2 5 . 4 7 :t . 3 7 3 . 2 2 
Black 1 9  5 . 3 8 :!:  . 9 7 6 . 4 8 ±  . 4 7 
All comparisons were non-significant . 
� 
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of black s . However, no stati stically significant differences were 
pre s ent . 
Di scus sion 
Observation of similar rate of gain in yellow and black fe­
male s before 5 0 days of age is  consistent with reports of previous 
inves tigators ( Dickerson and Gowen , 1 94 7 ) .  Mature yellow fe­
males were 42% heavier than black littermate s  when body weights 
were adj u sted to a common age , s omewhat le s s  than the · 6 2 %  dif­
ference reported by Castle ( 1 94 1  ) • T his variation may be explained 
by the effect of difference s in background genome onto which the 
A'l gene was s uperimposed,  a variable which affects enzyme activ­
itie s differently in different strains of yellow mice (Wolff and Pitot , 
1 97 3  ) .  ·Als o ,  the obe sity can be controlled by limiting feed intake 
( Heston and Vlahaki s ,  1 9 6 1 a ) ,  and difference s  may exist  in thi s  
regard . No 1 1 thin yellows " as reported by Dickie and Woolley 
( 1 9 4 6 ) were found in this experimental group . 
Due to the small number of animals studied at thermoneutral 
z one temperature s ,  Bartke and G orecki ( 1 9 6 8 ) were unable to s how 
difference s  in total oxygen cons umption between obes e  yellow mice 
and their non-obe se  black littermate s .  If, in fact , no difference s  
i n  oxygen c ons umption exis ted between genotypes i n  s pite of great 
4 3  
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differences in body weight, this would i n  itself indicate differences 
in oxygen needs . However, the present studies do show differences 
in total oxygen consumption as would be expected if the rate of 
cellular oxygen consu mption were the same in both groups . The 
slightly smaller ( although statistically non-significant ) total oxygen 
consumption in yellow mice younger than 5 0 days compared to blacks 
of similar age, even though body weights are similar, is noteworthy 
and may reflect actual metabolic differences which could not be 
detected due to the small sample size and high variability . 
Resting metabolic rate, approximated by oxygen consumption 
per unit of surface area, was not different between genotypes, but 
means of yellows, both before and after animals became obese , 
were smaller than that of blacks, a fact also observed by Bartke 
and Goreck� ( 1 9 68) . Differences in metabolic oxygen needs in 
specific tissues may have actually existed, but were masked by 
the fact that oxygen consumption in whale animals was measured . 
As body weight increases, oxygen consumption per unit of 
surface area as estimated by ml Oz/hour/gZ/3 decreases . There­
fore, values obtained from obese yellows would appear smaller 
than those of non-obese blacks . If data are adj usted to the mean 
body weight of the combined groups, the effect of differences in 
body weight is eliminated. No significant differences could be 
shown between genotypes after the application of this procedure ,  
but the order of means of animals older than 50 days was reversed 
with yellows consuming slightly more oxygen per unit of surface 
area. However,  since differences between genotypes could not 
be shown before obesity developed in yellows, oxygen requirements 
to support metabolism are apparently not different as th� result of 
presence of the AY gene , at least when oxygen req uire ments of all 
tis sues are combined. 
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SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF YELLOW (AY /a ) MICE 
IN RELATION TO THEIR HEREDITARY OBESITY 
SUMMARY 
In an attempt to determine the contribution of energy expend­
iture for locomotor activity to the obesity of yellow (AY /a ) mice , 
activity patterns and levels of AY/a and black (a/a) female mice 
were measured during the dark phase of the light :dark cycle before 
and after AY /a animals became obese . Peak activity occurred during 
the first two hours of the dark phase and was not different between 
genotypes . Total level of activity measured by a method which 
reflects total energy output for locomotion ( cage vibration ) was not 
different between genotypes either before or after AY /a females be­
came obese . Further, the portion of the night spent awake was not 
different between genotypes . Correlation between body weight and 
activity as measured by this technique was low. 
INTRODUCTION 
Mice heterozygous for the AY allele show several phenotypic 
characteristics which distinguish them from homozygous black litter­
mates . The most evident of these phenotypic features are a yellow 
coat color and a greatly increased body weight which becomes obvi­
ous after mice are about 5 0  days old . By 2 0 0  days of age , yellow 
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mice may have twice the body weight of black littermates. The ex­
cess body weight is due in large part to carcass fat (Wolff, 19 65), 
but AY /a mice also have a slightly longer body and tail length than 
their a/a littermates (Castle, 1 9 4 1 ). 
In order for obesity to develop, energy intake must exceed 
energy expenditure. Therefore, to account for greater fat storage 
in yellow than in black mice, nutrient intake must be greater, en­
ergy expenditure less, �nd/or metabolic pathways which more effi­
ciently utilize nutrients must be operative. Dickerson and Gowen 
( 194  6, 1 9 4  7 ) measured body weight and feed efficiency in yellow 
and black mice and found equal rates of gain until animals were 
about 25  to 40 days of age; thereafter, yellows gained much more 
quickly with only a slightly greater nutri"ent consumption. Since the 
increased consumption alone could not account for the greater body 
w eight, they concluded that yellows had more efficient feed utiliza­
tion due to decreased energy expenditure in body work. In agreement 
with earlier investigators ( Danforth, 192 7), greatest gain was seen 
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in yellow females. Carpenter and Mayer ( 1 9 5 8 )  also measured feed 
consumption and concluded that yellow obesity was not due to a de­
fect of intake regulation. These findings are in contrast to those in 
another obese mouse strain, ob/ob, which has an increased feed in­
take, a lower rate of oxygen consumption, and greatly reduced activity 
( Kandutsch and C oleman , 19 6 6 ). 
Activity measurements of yellow mice have been reported but 
are not conclusive regarding the contribution of activity alterations 
to the observed adiposity. Hawkins ( 1 9 6 5 )  tested exploratory lat­
eral movement of 1 2 5-day old mice for single 1 6 5-minute periods 
during daylight hours and concluded that yellows were less active 
than blacks. In a second experiment ( Hawkins, 1 9  6 6 ), a 1 5-minute 
trial in an open field apparatus during daylight hours dems>nstrated 
lateral movement differences between genotypes in obese 1 2 5-day 
old mice, but not in younger, non-obese animals. Yen and Acton 
( 1 9 7  2) utilized an open field activity apparatus to test spontaneous 
lateral movement 0£ yellow and black mice for 10-minute periods 
and found no significant differences either before or after the animals 
became obese. 
Activity studies conducted with animals in unfamiliar surround­
ings and for short periods of time during daylight hours may measure 
a behavioral feature which does not correspond to normal activity 
levels and therefore is not involved in development of obesity. Also, 
equal movement laterally represents greater energy expenditure for 
mice which weigh twice as much as controls. The present study was 
conducted to observe the relationship of activity level and obesity 
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during the normal waking period ( dark phase of the light:dark cycle) 
for laboratory mice in the " natural " environment of these mice, the 
mouse room . 
MATERIALS AN D  METHODS 
Experimental animals were selected from a colony of C5 7BL/6J­
AY /a or -a/a mice derived from animals originally obtained from The 
Jackson Laboratory . Mice were grouped four to five per plastic cage 
with Purina Mouse Chow and water available ad libitum. · A total of 
30 females of each genotype was utilized for activity -measurement . 
Of these , 1 0  animals younger than 5 0 days and 20 animals older 
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than 50 days of age of each genotype were used to measure activity 
levels before and after AY /a females became obese . In the younger 
than 50 day group , ages of animals of each genotype were identical . 
Mean age ( ± SE) of animals younger than 50  days was 37 . 2 ± 2. 4 
days. It was not pos sible to match ages between genotypes in mice 
older than 5 0 days due to animal availability, but significant differ­
ences in age were not pre sent . Average age of AY /a females older 
than 5 0  days was 1 24. 6 ± 1 2 . 9 days, while that of a/a females was 
1 28 .  9 ± 1 6. 6 days . Significant differences between genotype s in body 
weight were not pre s ent in mice younger than 50  days . Mean body 
weight of AY /a females  younger than 5 0 days was 1 7. 8 ± . 8 g ,  and 
that of a/a females of the same age was 1 6. 5 ± . 5 g. In animals 
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older than 5 0  days, a difference in body weight was present (P (. 0 0 1 ).  
Mean weight of obese AY /a females was 3 2. 6 :t 2. 2 g, while that of 
�/a females was 2 3.  0 ± . 9 g. 
Level of spontaneous locomotor activity was measured by 
placing each individual into one of two spring-mounted plastic 
shoebox-type cages with wire tops which were attached to vibration­
sensitive transducers ( For a description of transducers used, see 
appendix. ) • Transducers were in tum attached to a pen recorder 
with a paper speed of 6 mm/minute. Activity cages were the same 
type of cage as used for colony maintenance and were kept in the 
mouse room during periods of measurement to minimize excitement 
of experimental animals. Mice were allowed to acclimate to activity 
cages for approximately 10 hours before beginning measurement and 
had access to food and water during both the acclimatizatio:::i and 
measurement periods. In order to minimize effects of environmental 
variation on activity between genotypes, one animal of each geno­
type was measured at the same time. To equalize activity cage sen­
sitivity, both transducers were placed on the same cage and the re­
sultant signals adjusted to equal amplitudes. Further, genotypes 
were a lternated in each cage on successive nights. 
Tracings reflecting movement of animals within activity cages 
were obtained for the entire 8-hour dark phase of the light:dark cycle, 
the period associated with highest activity in mice . Tracings were 
measured for total area of pen deflection during 1 1  periods of the 
8 -hour night as an estima tion of total activity in arbitrary units . 
Also , the portion of the night spent awake was measured . Sleep 
periods on tracings were easily recognized after observing animals 
and tracings simultaneously for a short period of time and could be 
measured with a high degree of accuracy . 
Sta tistical analysis of data was accomplished by the use of 
Student' s t-test. All values reported are means ± standard errors . 
RESULTS 
Activity patterns during the 1 1  arbitrary periods of the 8-hour 
night are shown in figure 4 .  Peak activity occurred during the first 
two hours of the dark phase and decreased steadily until the last 
three to four hours of the night when level of activity was fairly 
constant . Peak activity of AY /a mice was smaller than that of a/a 
mice (although not statistically different), but activity levels were 
very similar between genotypes at  other times. 
Animals of both genotypes spent the same portion of the night 
awake . Pooling of animals of all ages within genotypes revealed 
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Figure 4 .  Histogram of combined yellow and black mouse activity 
levels ( arbitrary units) during the 8-hour dark phase of the 
light : dark cycle. Means are based upon 6 0  animals measured 
during 1 1  periods through the 8-hour night . Vertical bars 
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that AY /a females were awake during 6 4 .  1 ! l .  9% of the measurement 
period, while a/a females were awake 6 6 . 8 ! 1 .  4% of the time . 
Younger mice were awake s lightly more than older animals, but with­
out differences between genotypes . AY /a females younger than 50 
days s pent 7 1 . 5 ± 2 .  0% of the night in waking activity, while their 
a/a littermates were awake 6 8 . 2 � l .  6% of the time . AY /a females 
older than 50  day s were awake 60 . 4 ± 2 .  2% of the measurement peri­
od, and a/a females of like age were awake 6 6  . 1  ± 1 .  9% of the time . 
Differences in level of total activity between genotypes were 
not found in either the pre-obese ( younger than 50 days) or obese 
( older than 50 day s) groups or  when all  ages were combined . Com­
bination of all age groups resulted in mean activity of AY /a females 
of 2 0 5  5 :!: 1 2  6 ( arbitrary units ) , while that of a/a females was 2 31 2 ± 
17 8 .  Mean activity of animals younger than 50 days was 207 3 ± 30 5 
for AY /a females, and 2 0 32 ± 2 1 6  for a/a females . AY /a females 
older than 50 day s had a mean activity level of 2046 ± 1 19, while 
that of their black littermates was 2 45 2 ! 2 42 .  
C orrelation between weight and level of activity was very 
s mall in thi s study (correlation coefficient == - . 04) .  Differences 
between correlation coefficients of the genotypes or of the age groups 
were not stati stically significant . 
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Discus sion 
The obj ective of this study was to determine if activity level 
differences between AY /a and a/a female mice could account for· a 
decreas ed energy output in yellow animals and, therefore, contribute 
to the greatly increased body weight of thes e  mice . Previous studie s 
of the contribution of activity levels to obe sity in yellow mice have 
been inconclusive becaus e of the measurement systems used .  Ex­
periments utilizing squirrel-cage type activity wheels ( Dickerson 
and Gowen, 1 94 7 )  or lateral exploratory activity devices fail to 
consider the extra work nece s sary for movement of a heavier animal. 
The system employed for as ses sment of activity in the current study, 
amount of cage vibration, yields a more accurate e stimate of the 
animal' s total energy output for locomotor activity. 
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Hawkins ( 1 9 6 5, 1 9 6 6 ) ,  measuring lateral movement, found a 
high correlation between activity level and body weight . This may 
account for the general observation by investigators of yellow mice 
that AY/a animals appear les s  active . However , the pre sent study 
illustrate s that even though obese yellows may exhibit les s  lateral 
movement than their black littermate s, they expend about an equal 
amount of energy in those movements due to their greater body weight. 
In order for decreased activity levels to contribute to the in­
creased amount of energy available for storage as adipose  tis sue, 
differences  in activity would have to be pres ent in young ,  non-obese  
ye llow mice . Data presented here indicate no difference between 
genotypes with mean activity of yellows slightly greater than that 
of blacks .  Percent of the measurement period during which animals 
were awake was also slightly higher for non-obese  AY /a animals. 
After animals became obese, mean percent of the night awake was 
s lightly le s s  for yellows than for blacks, as  was the mean level of 
activity. 
Since it has been shown that AY /a mice require les s  feed in­
take to maintain a body weight equal to a/a littermate s ( Heston and 
Vlahakis , 1 9 6 1 a ) and yet do not expend le s s  energy for locomotor 
activity, other mechanisms re sulting in obesity in AY /a mice must be 
postulated. A biochemical preference in yellows for more efficient 
metabolic pathways is one alternative . The relationship of such 
preferred pathways and other phenotypic characteristics of yellow 
mice ( increased tumorigenesis, reproductive inefficiency, embryonic 
lethality ) would provide information concerning relationships of 
s everal phy siologic systems. 
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RESPIRAT ORY RATE ALTERATIONS IN YELLOW (AY /a ). · MICE 
WITH SEX DIFFERENCES 
SUMMARY 
In an attempt to observe physiologic differences between obese 
yellow (AY /a ) and non-obese black (a/a ) mice, resting respiratory 
rate was measured in a group of 1 2  0 mice which included an equal 
number of animals of each genotype and sex. Mean respiratory rate 
(± SE ) of AY /a mice was 20 8 ± 6 respirations per minute, while that 
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of their a/a littermates was 1 7 5  ± 4 ( P  < .  00 1 ). Comparison of respir­
atory rates of AY /a animals which had not become obese (younger 
than 5 0 days) to rates of their a/a littermates revealed genotypic 
differences (P < . 02 ), indicating that res piratory rate differences were 
not solely the result of the presence of excess adipose tissue. Mean 
rate of non-obese AY /a mice was 20 4 ± 8 respirations per minute, 
while that of a/a mice was 1 6 5 ± 6 respirations per minute. Respira­
tory rate differences were also present between sexes in AY /a mice 
(P < .  00 1 ), but not in a/a mice . Mean rate of AY /a females was 
2 2 6  ± 8 respirations per minute; rate of males was 1 89 ± 6 respirations 
per minute. Mean rate of a/a females was 17 9 ± 7 respirations per 
minute, while that of a/a males was 17 1 ± 5 respirations per minute . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Previous investigators have provided indirect evidence for 
metabolic differences between obese yellow mice and their non­
obese, non-yellow littermates . However, specific biochemical 
alterations have not been demonstrated .  Heston and Vlahakis ( 1 9 6 1a )  
found it necessary to feed yellow mice at a level lower than their 
non-yellow siblings to maintain equal body weights . They concluded, 
in agreement with earlier investigators of feed efficiency in yellow 
mice ( Dickerson and Gowen, 1 94 7 ), that yellows utilized nutrients 
more efficiently . Improved feed efficiency could be explained by 
decreased energy expenditure for muscular activity; however, it has 
not been possible to demonstrate genotypic differences in activity 
( Hawkins, 1 9 6 5, 1 9 6 6 ; Yen- and Acton, 1 9 7 2  ) .  Therefore, biochem­
ical reactions may be operative in yellow mice which provide more 
calories per gram of nutrient .  
Presence of the AY gene affects other physiologic systems, at 
least indirectly and in certain mouse strains. Reproductive system 
alterations in yellow females are indicated by histologic ovarian anom­
alies ( Kasten, 1 9 5 2 ), smaller litter size (Wolff and Bartke , 1 9 6 6 ), 
and extension of the phenocritical period of lethal homozygous { AY /AY ) 
embryos by transplantation to uteri of non-yellow females ( Robertson, 
1 94 2). In addition, yellow females are more susceptible to mam­
mary tumors ( Heston and Vlahakis, 1 9 6 1 a  ) .  Heston and Vlahakis 
( 1 9 6 1b) also demonstrated a possible relationship between obesity 
and tumorigenesis in yellows by eliminating increased tumor growth 
through limiting body weight of yellows. 
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Studies of some physiologic parameters in yellow mice which 
would provide information relative to the basic biochemical altera­
tion, such as rate of oxygen consumption (Bartke and Goreck i, 1 9 6 8), 
have failed to demonstrate genotypic differences. The purpose of 
the present experiment was to investigate a physiologic parameter, 
resting respiratory rate, which may reflect small alterations in meta­
bolic pathways . The relationship of respiratory rate to the basic 
biochemical lesion can be evaluated by the time of appearance of the 
alteration in rate compared to the time of appearance of increased 
adiposity . 
MATERIALS AND M ETHODS 
Experimental animals were selected from a colony of CS 7BL/6J­
AY /a or -a/a mice derived from breeding stock obtained from The 
Jackson Laboratory. Animals were grouped four to six per plastic 
cage with free access to Purina Mouse Chow and water. Wood shav­
ing bedding was changed once and water bottles twice weekly. 
Respiratory rate was measured in a total of 1 20 mice; equal 
numbers of each sex and genotype were included . Mice utilized 
ranged in age from 1 4  to 234 days . Equal numbers of animals of 
approximately the same age were included in each group . Mean age 
(days ) and standard error of each group was:  yellow females = 
6 0 . 9 ± 9 .  8 ;  black females == 5 8 .  8 ± 9 .  9 ;  yellow males = 9 4 . 5 ± 7 .  2; 
black males == 8 0 . 2 ± 6 . 1 .  
Before testing, animals were weighed to the nearest . 1  g, 
placed in 1 3  x 4 cm wire cylinders within open 1 -liter containers 
and allowed to acclimate until sleeping lightly . Acclimatization 
took from one to several hours. All respiratory rate measurements 
were made between three and six pm in order to minimize diurnal 
variation . Also, mice were most restful at this time of day . 
Respiratory rates were measured by sealing the animal contain­
er and attaching it to a sensitive pressure transducer (for details of 
transducer construction, see appendix) with rubber tubing . The 
transducer was in tum attached to a pen recorder . As pressure within 
the container varied with development of respiratory pressures by the 
animal, deflection of the recording pen produced a tracing correspond­
ing to respiratory activity . In this way, it was possible to measure 
the resting respiratory rate without anesthesia, animal stress or direct 
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c onnections to the animal . Rates were determined from c ontinuous 
60-second rec ordings which were free of any panting, sniffing or 
irregular respirations . Tracings of this regular nature were obtained 
only when animals were in a light sleep . Exclusive use of tracings 
obtained under these conditions helped to ensure that all mice were 
at about the same level of rest . 
Means were analyzed for statistically significant differences 
by Student • s t-test .  Alterations of respiratory rate due to varying 
body weight and age were analyzed by linear regression and correla­
tion . Respiratory rates are reported as means ± standard errors . 
RESULTS 
C omparison of mean respiratory rates revealed differences be­
tween genotypes (P < . 00 1 ) .  Mean respiratory rate per minute of 
yellow mice was 20 8 ± 6, while that of blacks was 17 5 ± 4 .  Body 
weights were also different between these groups (P < . 0 2 ) . How­
ever, mean body weight was not different between genotypes in mice 
younger than 50 days of age . Comparison of mean respiratory rate of 
these non-obese AY /a animals to their a/a littermates revealed geno­
typic differences (P < . 02 ) .  Mean respiratory rate per minute of non­
obese (younger than 50 days) AY /a mice was 204 ± 8; that of a/a 
animals with a mean body weight similar to yellows was 1 65 ± 6 .  
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If mean respiratory rates of animals of the same sex were 
compared between genotypes, rates were consistently faster in 
AY /a mice ( table 3 ). Rates of yellow females were faster than 
those of a/a females (P < . 0 0 1).  Differences in respiratory rate 
between genotypes were present before yellows became obese 
( P  <· 0 2).  Males showed less divergence in respiratory rate be­
tween genotypes, but means were different (P < . 0 2 ). Results ob­
tained from non-obese (younger than 5 0  days) males are included 
in table 3 for completeness, but small sample size reduces the 
reliability of comparisons between genotypes. Respiratory rate 
means of this small group of non-obese males showed no significant 
difference between the genotypes. 
Respiratory rate of yellow females was different than that of 
yellow males ( P < . 0 0 1  ) • However, in black animals, no significant 
difference was found between respiratory rates of males and females. 
Correlation of respiratory rate and body weight was low ( pooled 
correlation coefficient = . 2 7 ) . Correlation coefficients were not 
different between sexes or genotypes. 
Tracings of respiratory pressures which resulted from applica­
tion of the described method of measurement are shown in figure 5 .  
Tracings obtained from animals with low respiratory rates exhibit a 
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TABLE 3 .  MEAN RESPIRAT ORY RATES OF YELLOW AND BlACK MICE 
Black ( a/a ) Yellow (AY /a ) 
M ale Fema le M ale Fema le 
1 4  to 2 34 Days of Age 
Number 3 0  3 0  3 0  3 0  
Body Weight ( g )  2 5 . 4  1 5 . 7  35 . 0  1 9 . 7 
Respirations per Minute ( ± SE )  1 7 1 :t s a 1 79 � 7 a , b 1 89 � 6b 2 2 6 :t 8 
1 4  to 5 0  Days of Age 
Number 6 2 0  6 2 0  
Body Weight (g ) 1 6 . 7 1 3 . 3 2 5 . 1  1 3 . 0 
Respirations per Minute ( ± SE )  1 8 1 :t g a 1 89 � sa l 8 6 ± 1 1 a , b 2 2 1 ± gb 
5 1  to 2 34 Days of Age 
Number 2 4  1 0  2 4  1 0  
Body Weight ( g )  2 7 . 6  2 0 . 5  3 7 . 5  3 3 . 0  
Respirations per Minute ( ± SE )  1 68 ± 5 a 1 5 s :!: 1 3 a 1 9 0  � 7 2 3 6  ± 1 7  
Respiratory rate means sharing a superscript letter are not signific antly different . 
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Figure 5 .  Pen recordings of respiratory pre s sure in yellow and 
black mice . 
a) Respiratory pres sures of a yellow female during 
acclimatization to the test  environment . Arrow indicates 
the type of tracing obtained if the mouse is s niffing . 
b) Tracing obtained from a black female with a s low 
rate. An inspiratory notch is apparent . Rate : 1 33 respira­
tions/minute . 
c) Recording of yellow female respiring at a rate 
which decreases the prominence of the inspiratory notch . 
Rate: 1 80 respirations/minute . 
d) Recording of a yellow female with a high rate 
which completely eliminated the in spiratory notch . Rate : 
2 2 3 respirations/minute . 
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notch during the inspiratory phase of the res piratory cycle . As re­
spiratory rate increased, the notch � s appeared . T racings obtained 
when the animal was panting or sniffing were easily dis tinguished 
from tracings of normal, quiet respiration. No differences between 
genotypes were observed in the pattern of tracings. 
Discu s s ion 
Alteration of one or more physiologic s ys tems controlling re­
spiratory rate may be present in AY /a mice . The medullary respira­
tory center, basal body temperature, the endocrine sy.stem, carbon 
dioxide concentration ( and/or hydrogen ion concentration) in body 
fluids or other respiratory rate control mechanisms may be affected 
by the presence of the AY gene. 
Medullary res piratory center sens itivity may be increased in 
AY /a mice res ulting in an increased respiratory rate. In addition, 
peripheral proprio- or chemoreceptors or higher central nervous sys­
tem activity may be increased causing increased respiratory center 
activity. If these respiratory rate control components were directly 
affected by the AY gene, changes in vasomotor center activity, which 
often parallels that of the respiratory center, may also be present, 
but cardiovas cular sys tem inves tigations of AY /a mice have not been 
reported. Alteration of these control s ys tems alone cannot explain 
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observed differences in respiratory ra te between the sexes . 
Varying body temperature affects respiratory rate. Severa l 
investigators (Benedict and Lee, 19 36; Bartke and Gorecki, 19 68) 
have measured rectal  temperature in yellow mice in conj unction with 
metabolic studies, but genotypic differences were not reported. How­
ever, small numbers of animals were studied and differences may 
have been too slight to be apparent. Turner ( 1 9 48 ) compared rectal 
temperatures of 1 1 thin 1 1  and " obese" yellow mice and found signifi­
cantly lower body temperature in obese yellows . Both groups had 
slightly elevated body temperatures compared to that  of albino mice 
of a different strain utilized in a separate experiment, but compari­
son of yellows to their non-yellow littermates w as not reported. 
Regardless, elevated body tempera ture, which would result in an 
increased respiratory rate, would not be expected in yellow mice 
because this would require increased energy expenditure and dispose 
of energy which could be stored as adipose tissue . Therefore, it 
seems unlikely that mice which have a large excess of adipose tis­
sue would have an increased body temperature, especially before 
they become obese. 
Various investigators ( Kasten , 1 9 5 2; Hausberger and Hausberger, 
1 9 66; Wolff and Bartke, 1 9 66; Eaton, 19 68) have suggested that 
alterations of the endocrine system are related to expression of 
phenotypic characteristics in yellow mice . In view of the fact that 
progesterone administration causes increased sensitivity of the re­
spiratory center and thereby increased respiratory rate ( Lyons and 
Antonio, 1 9 5 9 ), altered progesterone production in yellow mice 
could account for the increased respiratory rate . Further, proges­
terone administration has been shown to increase adiposity in rodents 
( Hervey and Hervey, 1 9  67  ) . If steroid production is altered in yel­
low mice, differences in respiratory rate between sexes may be due 
to differences in steroid production machinery . However, respira­
tory rate differences were observed in females younger than the age 
normally associated with puberty and :increased progesterone produc­
tion in mice ( 6 weeks of age ) .  
Yellow mice have only a slightly greater nutrient intake than 
blacks ( Dickerson and Gowen, 1 94 7 ) and normal locomotor activity 
levels ( Hawkins, 1 9 65, 1 9 6 6; Yen and Acton, 1 97 2  ) .  Therefore, to 
account for increased amounts of energy available for storage , yellow 
animals may metabolize nutrients via biochemical reactions which 
produce more calories per gram than reactions utilized by their black 
littermates . Since carbon dioxide ( and/or hydrogen ion ) concentra­
tion is an important regulator of respiration, reactions operative in 
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yellow mice may produce greater amounts of carbon dioxide and/or 
hydrogen ions which alter respiratory center activity. Carbon di­
oxide or hydrogen ion concentrations have not been measured in 
body fluids of yellow mice. The respiratory quotient ( CO2 produced/ 
o
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consumed) has been measured in yellow mice (Benedict and Lee, 
1 936 L but only in response to fasting and in a small number of 
animals. Genotypic differences were not observed. 
Reaction to stressful situations which alter respiratory rate 
may vary between genotypes. However, since both black and yellow 
mice were sleeping at the time of respiratory rate measurement, this 
is not a likely possibility to explain the observed differences. Also , 
genotypic differences in excitability as reflected by time required to 
acclimate to the test environment were not noted, but this observa­
tion was not quantitative. 
Differences in respiratory rate were observed before yellow 
animals became obese. This indicates that genotypic differences 
in respiratory rate are not simply the result of the presence of excess 
adipose tissue , but are directly relate d to the metabolic alteration 
in yellow mice. Physiologic differences between yellow and black 
mice which have the greatest likelihood of causing increased respira­
tory rates are differences in progesterone ( or its metabolites ) or of 
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carbon dioxide and/or hydrogen ion concentrations. It is possible 
that a combination of these factors is responsible for the large dif­
ferences in respiratory rates between sexes and genotypes . 
• 
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MATING CHARACTERISTICS AND EMBRYONIC LOSSES 
IN THE YELLOW (AY/a ) MOUSE 
SUMMARY 
Effects of the presence of the AY gene on mating characteris­
tics, litter size, number of weanlings, postpartum survival, and 
number of preimplantation embryos in the female reproductive tract 
were measured . Yellow ( AY/a ) and black ( a/a )  C5 7 BL/6J mice were 
utilized . More AY /a than a/a females were non-copulators ( P  < . 05 ) .  
No difference was observed in number of pups born to· a/a females ' 
mated to either a/a or AY /a males .  · However, litter size resulting 
from AY /a female x AY /a male matings was smaller than that of a/a 
female x AY /a male crosses ( P  < .  0 1 ). In addition, AY /a females 
mated to a/a males produced fewer offspring ( P  < .  0 5 ) .  Genotype 
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of the male had no effect on the number of offspring surviving to 
weaning , but AY /a females were poor mothers and produced only 1 2  
weanlings from 1 6  litters . A smaller number of AY /a newborn sur­
vived to weaning than did a/a animals ( P  < .  0 5 ) .  No difference in 
survival between sexes within genotypes was observed . Number of 
preimplantation embryos in AY /a and a/a female reproductive tracts at 
6 0  hours post coitum (E.•.£· ) was not different between genotypes when 
both were mated to AY /a males .  
INTRODUCTION 
Effects of the AY gene at the agouti locus in mice are many 
and varied. Most striking is preve ntion of eumelanin formation 
(Geschwind et al. ,  19 7 2 )  which results in a yellow coat color. 
Other effects include longer body and tail length ( Wolff, 19 6 3 ), 
increased fat deposition ( Carpenter and Mayer, 19 5 8 ), increased 
cholesterol content in females ( Zomzely and Mayer, 19 5 9 ), in­
creased susceptibility to lung tumors with sex differences ( Morgan, 
19 5 0 )  and to hepatoma in males ( Heston and Vlahakis, 19 6 1  a ), 
and lethality during early embryonic development in homozygotes 
(Kirkham, 19 17 ; Robertson, 194 2; Eaton and Gre en, 19 6 2  ) .  
Sterility becomes evident at an early age in yellow females 
( Wolff and Bartke, 19 6 6 ). Wolff and Bartke ( 19 6 6 ) also demon­
strated that fewer young were born alive to AY /a than to a/a females 
and that fewer AY /a offspring survived to weaning in the YS/ChWf 
mouse strain. 
Obj ectives of this study were to determine if differences ex­
isted in ( 1 ) mating characteristics of AY /a and a/a females, ( 2 )  
litter siz e between AY /a x a/a and a/a x a/a crosses, ( 3 )  weanling 
numbers from AY /a and a/a females , ( 4 )  survival from birth to wean­
ing between AY /a and a/a offspring, and ( 5 )  number of embryos 
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present in the reproductive tracts of AY /a and a/a females mated 
by AY /a males at 6 0  hours E.• c .  
Since expression of the AY allele has been shown to depend 
upon the background genome ( Wolff and Pi tot, 1 97 3 ), it was thought 
worthwhile to repeat observations made by Wolff and Bartke ( 1 9 6 6 ) 
in the YS/ChWf strain in CS 7 BL/6J mice . 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
C5 7 BL/6J-AY /a or -a/a mice were obtained from The Jackson 
Laboratory . Experimental animals were produced from. this breeding 
stock which were either heterozygous for the lethal yellow allele at 
the agouti locus or homozygous non-agouti . Shoebox-type plastic 
cages with metal wire tops were utilized _ for animal maintenance . 
Wood shaving bedding was changed weekly; water bottles were 
changed twice weekly . Pelleted Purina Mouse Chow and water were 
available ad libitum . 
Pregnancies were produced by placing either four or five females 
with one male . Females were examined at 0 7  3 0  daily for vaginal 
plugs . Date of mating was calculated on the basis of a 1 9-day 
gestation for females without vaginal plugs which were subsequently 
found pregnant . Pregnant females were removed and placed in sepa­
rate cages . Litter size, number of AY /a or a/a offspring, number of 
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male and female offspring and -number of weanlings were recorded on 
cage cards and in a record book. Weanlings were removed from pro­
duction cages at 2 1  days of age. 
For mating studies, AY /a males were placed with either AY /a 
or a/a females. Data were collected from 5 7 AY /a and a/a virgin 
females; mean female age at mating was 7 4 days. Studies of litter 
size, weanling numbers, color and sex ratios, and survival percent­
age utilized the following crosses and numbers of observations: 
AY /a female x AY /a male ( 1 4  litters); AY /a female x a/a male ( 5 
litters); a/a female x AY/a male ( 1 82 litters); a/a female x a/a 
male ( 7 0 litters). 
Embryos were flushed from uteri and oviducts of four AY /a x 
AY /a crosses, and five a/a female x AY /a male crosses. A total of 
65 embryos were recovered at 60 hours .£· £· 
Data were analyzed for significant differences by Student 's 
t-test. Means are reported with their standard errors. 
RESULTS 
Of 5 7  AY/a females placed with AY/a males , 30 mated ( 5 2. 6%); 
of 1 9 5  a/a females, 1 36 mated ( 69 . 7%), indicating a difference in 
the number of copulators (P < . 0 5 ). Days to mating were not signif­
icantly different for the first three of five females, although mean time 
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to  mating wa s consistently longer for AY /a females . Time to the 
fourth plug in each cage was longer for AY /a fe male s due to the 
number of AY /a fe male s which were non-copulators ( P  < . 0 5 ) .  
Re sults are summarized in table 4 .  
Female s of the a/a genotype mated by AY /a male s produced 
6 .  1 newborn per litter ,  while a/a x a/a matings produced 5 .  8 new ­
born per litter , a non- significant difference . However,  AY /a female s 
produced s maller litters than the above mating s . Average litter size 
of AY /a x AY /a cros ses  was 4 .  64  (P < . 0 1 ) ,  while AY /a female x 
a/a male matings averaged 4 .  2 newborn per litter ( P  < . 0 5 ) .  Re s ults  
are summarized in table 5 .  
Mating s of a/a female x AY /a male yielded 4 .  45  we anlings 
per litter ( survival to weaning : 7 2 .  8% ) which was not different 
than the 4 .  0 weanlings per litter produce d  by a/a x a/a cros s e s  
( survival t o  weaning : 6 9 . 0% ) .  However , AY /a female s were able 
to produce only 1 2  weanlings from 1 6  litters . Data were insufficient 
for analysis  of male genotype effects in the s e  mating s .  
Litters of 1 3 2 a/a female x AY /a male cros ses  were analyzed 
for perc entage of offspring of each genotype produced . AY /a wean­
lings comprised  4 8 . 2% of the total , a s maller number than expected 
( P  < .  0 5 ) .  In an attempt to determine if increased survival was 
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TABLE 4. DAYS TO COPULATION 
Days to Copulation 
( x ± SE ) 
AY/a a/a 
3 . 2± . 9  2. 4 � . 3  
6 . 2 :t l . 4 + 5 .. 2 - . 6 
+ 8. 9 - 1 . 9 8 . 1 :: . 9  
1 8. 8 � 2. 8 * 1 1 . 4 '2:  . 9  
7 6  
7 7  
TABLE 5 .  LITTER SIZE 
Parent Genotype Number of Litters Litter Size 
Female Male ( x  � SE )  
a/a a/a 7 0  5 . 8 ±  . 2  
a/a AY/a 1 82 + 6 . 1 - . 1 
AY/a a/a 5 4 .  2 � • 7 *  
AY/a AY/a 1 4  4 ... 6 � .  5 * *  
* P  < . 0 5 . 
* *P < . 0 1 .  
related to sex, number of AY /a males and females were tested against 
number of a/a animals of each sex. No differences were present. 
However, total number of males versus total number of females in­
dicated a larger number of males (P < . 0 5 ) .  Data are summarized 
in table 6. 
Reproductive tract flushings produced 6 .  8 ± . 9 embryos from 
a/a female x AY /a male crosses and 7. 7 5  ± .  9 embryos from AY /a x 
AY /a crosses. Means were not significantly different. 
Discussion 
Previous investigators ( Robertson, 1 9 4 2; Kasten, 1 9 5 2 ;  Eaton , 
1 9 6 8) have suggested that AY /a females are deficient in steroid hor­
mones. Since the interplay of these hon:nones is crucial in produc­
ing estrus, imbalances may manifest themselves in abnormal mating 
behavior. Abnormal estrous cycles in yellow females have been re­
ported (Dickie and Woolley, 1 9 4 6). Results presented confirm an 
abnormality in mating behavior since 1 7% fewer AY /a than a/a females 
mated, although time to mating was not prolonged if the female mated 
at all. 
Reduction in litter size of AY /a x AY /a crosses to 7 5% of AY /a 
x a/a crosses confirms the classical finding in this homozygous 
lethality. Also , smaller litters from AY /a female x a/a male crosses, 
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TABLE 6 .  WEANLINGS CIASSIFIED BY COLOR AND SEX FROM 
AY/a MALE x a/a FEMALE MATING S  ( 1 3 2  LITTERS) 
Weanlings 
Yellow ( Total ) 







*P ( . 0 5 . 
Number 
2 8 3  
3 04 
1 5 0 
1 3 3 
1 6 8 
1 3 6 
3 1 8  
2 6 9 
Number per Litter 
( x  � SE )  
2 . 1 4 � . 0 2*  
2 . 3 0 �  . O S 
1 . 1 4 ±  . 0 9 
1 . 0 1 ± . 1 0 
1 . 2 7 .± . 0 8 
1 . 0 3 ±  . 0 8 
2 . 4 1 ± . 04 *  
2 . 04 ± . 0 1 
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a mating which does not produce lethal AY /AY e mbryos , is in agree­
ment with the findings of Wolff and Bartke ( 19 66 ) .  Litter size in 
the present study was smaller for these crosses than the reduction 
previously reported ( 4. 2 vs. 5. 4 newborn per litter ) ,  and this is 
probably due to the small sample size (n = 5 ) .  Also, since litter 
siz e was noted once per day , cannabalism may have reduced the 
absolute numbers. Wolff and Bartke ( 19 66 ) suggested that AY /a 
females may provide a uterine environment which is less favorable 
for e mbryonic development and therefore results in smaller litter 
size regardless of embryo genotype. Because of this , it may be 
necessary to utilize crosses other than AY /a female x a/a male as 
controls for studies of the homozygous lethality. 
Decreased survival of AY /a newborn mice to weaning has been 
previously reported (Wolff and Bartke , 1 9 66 )  and is confirmed by the 
current study in the CS 7BL/6J mouse strain. These findings suggest 
that the metabolic abnormality arising from the presence of the AY 
allele , in addition to the known phenotypic alterations , in some way 
makes the newborn AY /a mouse less viable. Further,  it has been 
suggested that an abnormality of the AY /a •female , such as reduced 
lactating ability, may contribute to newborn losses (Wolff and 
Bartke , 1 9 66 ). 
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IN VNO DEVELOPMENT OF THE LETHAL YELLOW (AY /AY) 
M OUSE EMBRYO AT 1 0 5 HOURS POST COITUM 
SUMMARY 
8 1  
To evaluate the mechanism of action of homozygous embryonic 
lethality in yellow ( AY/a )  mice, AY/a and black ( a/a )  females were 
mated to AY /a males and their uteri were prepared for histological 
examination at 1 0 5  hours post coitum (£ . .£· ) . Embryos from AY /a x 
AY / a matings contained a mean ( ± SE )  of 1 2  2.  7 ± 6. 5 nuclei per 
embryo; of these, 3 0. 2 ! 2. 4 nuclei were in the inner cell mas s ( ICM) 
and 9 2. 5 ± 4. 8 nuclei were within trophoblast cells. Embryos from 
AY /a x a/a matings contained a mean of 1 4 1. 4 ± 10. 6 nuclei per em­
bryo of which 4 1. 7 ± 4 .  5 nuclei were within the ICM and 9 9. 7 ± 6 .  9 
nuclei were troph9blastic. ICM cell numbers were significantly dif­
ferent between genotypes .  Of embryos from AY /a x AY /a matings, 
3 9% showed positive abembryonic trophoblast  proliferation; 61 % of 
control matings were positive. Differences in number of embryos, 
corpora lutea per spontaneous ly ovulating female, embryo size, or 
uterine reaction to blastocysts were not found in the material studied . 
INTRODUCTION 
Early investigators ( Cuenot , 1 9 0 5 ; Castle and Little, 1 9 1 0; 
Little ,  1 9 1 9 ) ,  through breeding and histologic studies , concluded 
that mice homozygous for the AY allele at the agouti locus perished 
during gestation. It was therefore impossible to produce AY /AY 
ad ults. Other workers ( Kirkham , 1 9 17 , 1 9 1 9 ;  Ibsen and Seigleder, 
1 9 17 ) attempted to define the chronology of the embryo:::-iic lethality 
by examining pregnant uteri collected at various stages of gestation. 
Results of these experiments , as well as later work ( Robertson , 
1 9 42 L were somewhat inconclusive , because the observed number 
of abnormal embryos did not closely approach the expected 2 5% ,  
especially if abnormal controls were subtracted from the total .  How­
ever , the largest number of developmental  failures was found around 
the time of implantation. 
Recent histologic investigations 0£ AY /AY lethality have focused 
on events occurring at implantation ( Eaton and Green , 1 9 62 , 1 9 63 ;  
Eaton , 1 9 6 8  ) ;  these authors concluded that AY /AY embryonic death 
was due to failure of trophoblast proliferation and invasion of the 
uterus . However, culture of preimplantation embryos ( Pedersen, 
1 9 7  4 )  revealed the presence of one or more degenerating blastomeres 
in a greater percentage of embryos from AY /a x AY /a matings than in 
controls . The authors concluded that AY induced abnormal develop­
ment may begin as early as the third or fourth cleavage division , al­
though abnormal embryos may continue development until the late 
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blastocyst stage . 
Previous in vivo histologic studies of AY /AY embryos 
(Robertson , 1 942; Eaton and Green , 1 9 62 , 1 9 6 3 ) utilized material 
collecte d  at several stages of development and prepared by histo-
logical procedures which are known to cause disruption of e mbryo­
uterine relationships and within the blastocyst itself (Potts , 1 9 69) . 
Therefore , the prese nt study was unde rtake n  to observe AY /AY em­
bryos at the time of initial intimate embryo-uterine contact ( 1 0 5 
hours 12.· £· ) utiliz ing less disruptive• preparative procedures .  Mate ­
rial collected at this developme ntal time should contain remanents 
of embryos which arrested during' cleavage stages and allows obser­
vation of the initial morphologic events of implantation . 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Experimental animals were selected randomly from AY /a and 
a/a virgin females derived from C57BL/6J breeding stock originally 
obtained from The Jackson Laboratory . Animals were maintained on 
an 8 -hour dark : 1 6-hour light cycle regulated by an automatic timer . 
Purina Mouse Chow and water we re available ad libitum. 
Four AY / a or a/ a females were grouped with one AY / a male to 
produce experime ntal and control matings . Occ urrence of mating was 
determined by examining females at 0 7 0 0  for vaginal plugs . Average 
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age of female s at mating was 72 . 1  ± 2.  2 day s .  For purpose s  of de ­
termining .E.• £·  ti me, mating was as sumed to have occurred midway 
in the dark phas e  of the light :dark cycle preceding the finding of 
the vaginal plug (Theiler, 197  2 ) . At 1 0 5 hours .E.· £• , female s were 
di spatched by cervical di slocation and 1 0  ml of cold 2 .  5 %  glutaral­
dehyde buffered with . 0 7M phosphate ( pH 7. 35 ) was inj ected into 
the abdominal cavity to fix uterine horns in s itu . After  five to ten 
minute s ,  the abdominal cavity was opened and uterine horn s were 
diss ected free and pinned by the attached me s ometrium to small 
piece s of cork . Mounted ute ri were then placed in clean phosphate ­
buffered glutaraldehyde and refrigerated ( 4 C) for 2 4 hours. Follow­
ing fixation , uteri were wa shed in phosphate buffer, dehydrated in 
graded ethanol s olution s ,  inffltrated with paraffin and xylol, and 
embedded in paraffin . Both uterine horns were s erially s ectioned at 
8 : Jlm, arranged on gla s s  slide s and stained with hematoxylin and 
eosin. Embryos within the uterine lumen were lo cated using a mag­
nification of 4 0X and critically e xamined at 1 O O OX ( oil immersion ). 
Embryos were scored qualitatively for general morphological 
normalcy; criteria employed in making these j udgement s  included 
e xtent of blas tocoele e xpansion , cellular differentiation into tropho­
bla st  and ICM , general cellular and nuclear condition and embryo 
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location within the lumen . Further, quantitative evaluations were 
made based upon the number of trophoblast  and ICM nuclei per em­
bryo . An estimation of embryonic s ize wa s made by recording the 
number of s ections containing embryonic cells.  Three AY /a x AY /a 
mating s res ulted in 2 4  embryos used in making these observations ;  
2 2  embryos from AY /a male x a/a female matings served as  controls. 
A semi-quantitative estimation of the degree of abembryonic 
trophoblast proliferation was made according to the follO\ying 
criteria : proliferation was scored a s  positive when more than one 
layer of abembryonic trophoblast cells were present ( figure 6t  ) ;  pro­
liferation was considered partially positive when some enlargement 
of abembryonic trophoblast cells could be seen ( figure 7c  ) ;  prolif­
eration was scored as  negative when abembryonic trophoblast  cells 
were s imilar in appearance to trophoblast  cells in areas other than 
abembryonic ( figure 7b ) .  A total of 2 6 embryos resulting from three 
AY /a x AY /a matings were evaluated for degree of trophoblast prolif­
eration; 38 embryos from six AY /a male x a/a female matings served 
a s  controls. 
In addition to observation of embryos, condition of uterine tis­
s ue in the area of the embryos was evaluated. Criteria of normalcy 
included condition of uterine luminal epithelium , initiation of uterine 
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Figures  6 and 7 .  Micrographs of cros s sections of mouse uteri. All 
s pecimens were obtained at 105 hours l?..· c .  , fixed in buffered 
glutaraldehyde , embedded in paraffin , and stained with hema­
toxylin and eosin . Magnifications are indicated on micro­
graphs. 
Figure 6 .  a through s )  Complete set of serial sections 
through blastocyst in intimate contact with uterine 
epithelium. ICM was located laterally within the 
blastocyst and is s een in micrographs 1 ,  m ,  n ,  o 
and p. Opening of uterine gland into lumen i s  seen 
in q .  
t )  Enlargement of micrograph d showing thin layer 
of trophoblast  in contact with intact epi_thelium . 
Arrow indicate s abembryonic trophoblas t  proliferation. 
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Figure 7 .  a) Low power micrograph of entire uterine cross 
section containing blastocyst with ICM. Meso­
metrium is at top of micrograph. Luminal epithelial 
borders are closely apposed , occluding the uterine 
lumen. Uterus is edematous and transformation of 
stromal cells immediately surrounding luminal epi­
thelium into decidual cells has begun. 
b) Blastocyst in close contact with uterine epithelial 
cells. Trophoblast cells are flattened tightly against 
epithelium { arrows indicate trophoblast nuclei) . Cells 
of ICM are present within the blastocoele. No abem­
bryonic trophoblast proliferation is evident � 
c ) Blastocyst enclosed by intact uterine epithelium. 
Arrow indicates abembryonic trophoblast in early stage 
of proliferation. Small portion of ICM is evident at 
top of blastocoele. 
d) Blastocyst surrounded by intact uterine epithelium. 
ICM contains two cell types: those which are spher­
ical and packed tightly together , and those which are 
long and slender and beginning to delaminate into the 
blastocoele. 
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s tromal cell transformation into decidual cells, and the presence of 
uterine stromal edema . 
Analysis of quantitative data ( cell numbers, number of embryos 
per female, number of sections per embryo ) was performed utilizing 
Student ' s  t-test·. Enumerative data ( abembryonic trophoblast prolif­
eration ) were analyzed through use of a contingency table . All val­
ues reported are means ± standard errors . 
RESULTS 
Fixation by the described method resulted in the uterine lumen 
remaining occluded as  it probably is at this stage of gestation in 
vivo ( Potts, 1 9 6 9 ) with the blastocyst tightly grasped by uterine 
epithelium ( figures 7 a, d ) .  In some animals, the lumen remained 
open between embryos or at the cervical and ovarian ends . This may 
be the result of variability in development of decidualization and 
uterine edema between animals and along the length of the uterus . 
Figures 6a through 6s  show a complete set of serial sections illus­
trating the appearance of material prepared by the described method . 
Mean total number of nuclei per embryo was not significantly 
different between embryos obtained from the cros ses utilized . Em­
bryos from AY /a x AY /a matings contained a mean of 122 . 7 ± 6 .  5 nu­
clei per embryo . Of the 2 4 embryos examined from this cros s ,  only 
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one was clas sified as morphologically abnormal and contained 2 2  
nuclei . Two other embryos, which contained 7 6 and 7 8 nuclei, were 
considered questionably abnormal . Embryos from AY /a x a/a cros ses 
contained a mean of 1 41 .  4 ± 1 0. 6 nuclei per embryo . One embryo 
from this group contained 2 1  nuclei and was judged morphologically 
abnormal. Total embryonic cell number was les s consistent in a/a 
than in AY /a females . 
Even though differences in total cell number were not demon­
s trated, comparis on of ICM nuclei number revealed differences be­
tween embryos resulting from the two cros ses . :E mbryos from AY /a x 
AY /a matings contained a mean of 30. 2 ± 2 .  4 ICM nuclei, while AY /a 
x a/a cros ses res ulted in 41. 7 :!:" 4 .  5 ICM nuclei per embryo (P( � 05) . 
The difference in mean number of trophoblast nuclei per embryo was 
smaller and not statistically significant. AY /a x AY /a cros s embryos 
contained a mean of 9 2 .  5 ± 4.  8 trophoblast nuclei. AY /a x a/a cros s  
embryos had 99 . 7 ± 6 .  9 trophoblast nuclei per embryo . 
Statistical analysis of data resulting from evaluation of degree 
of abembryonic trophoblast proliferation s howed no difference between 
embryos from the cros ses utilized. However, 39% of AY /a x AY /a 
cros s embryos were judged to have positive proliferation, while 61 % 
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of AY /a x a/a cros s  embryos were positive . AY /a x AY /a cros s embryos 
had no proliferation in 1 9% of the cases examined, while 1 3% of 
AY /a x a/a cross embryos had not begun proliferation . 
Number of serial sections per embryo gives some indication of 
blastocyst size. Embryos from AY /a x AY /a crosses occupied a mean 
of 17 . 1  ± .  8 sections per embryo, and AY /a x a/a cross embryos had 
1 5 . 0 ± . 8 sections per embryo. S tatistical differences between the 
groups were not present. If section thickness were ac tually 8 µm, 
the average cross sectional diameter of these embryos would be 
approximately 1 2 8  pm . 
AY/a x AY/a crosses yielded a mean of 8. 7 ±  . 3  embryos per 
female , while AY /a x a/a crosses produced 6. 3 ± .  7 embryos per fe­
male, a non-significant difference. Counts of corpora lutea at the 
time of sacrifice revealed a mean of 9. 7 ± . 7 ovulations per female 
from AY /a x AY /a crosses and 9 .  0 ± 1 .  2 ovulations per female from 
AY /a x a/a crosses. In this small sample, embryonic losses were 
actually greater in control than in experimental crosses .  
Observation of uterine condition revealed no morphologic dif­
ferences between AY /a and a/a females in their uterine reaction to 
the presence of blastocysts . At this stage of pregnancy, the uterine 
epithelium was intact in all specimens. All uteri showed stromal 
edema, even though no obvious macroscopic swellings were present 
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when uteri were examined at the time of di s section . Differentiation 
of decidual cells from uterine stromal cells had not occurred at the 
location of embryos with markedly s maller n umbers of nuclei , but 
wa s pre sent at the site of all morphologic ally normal embryos . 
Discus sion 
Observations reported here are in agre e ment with the conclu­
sion of Calarco and Pedersen ( 197 6 )  that effects of AY homozygosity 
occ ur over an extended time period. Peders en ( 197 4 )  and Calarco 
and P eders en ( 1 9 7  6 )  s ugge sted that individual bla stomeres arre st 
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a s  early a s  the 4- to 8-cell stage with normal development contin­
uing in the re maining cells until the late bla stocyst stage .  If AY /AY 
e mbryos do , in fact, lose one or more bla stomere s  during early cleav­
age ,  the re sult may be decreased embryonic cell n umbers at 105 hours 
.E_. _g_. in vivo . In the present study, it was not pos sible to demonstrate 
a s maller number of nuclei in embryos from AY /a x AY /a cros s e s,  but 
a s maller number of ICM cells was found . This findi ng confirms the 
s uggestion by Calarco and Peders en ( 197 6. ) that ICM cells are more 
susceptible to effects of AY homozygos ity than are trophoblast cells , 
although both cell populations eventually do s uccumb . The inability 
of the pre sent study to show difference s  between cro s ses  in total 
number of e mbryonic cells or trophoblast cells may be due in part to 
small sample size and in part to the fact that only 2 5 %  of embryos 
res ulting from AY /a x AY /a matings would be lethals according to 
Meildelian expectations. Also, the relatively high variability of 
embryonic developmental rate may hide their small negative contri ­
bution to mean cell number. 
The conclusion of Eaton and Green ( 1 9  62,  1 9  6 3  ) that failure 
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of  trophoblast giant cell proliferation in  AY homozygotes is  the cause 
of the lethality is also supported by the present study, because em­
bryos from AY /a x AY /a matings showed less abembryonic tropho­
blast proliferation than did embryos from AY /a x a/a crosses. How­
ever, this symptom of AY /AY lethality may result from earlier degen­
erative changes rather than be the specific cause of the lethality. 
It is interesting to note that embryos classified as positive for ab­
embryonic trophoblast proliferation had a mean of 1 4 0. 5 ± 7. 4 total 
nuclei per embryo , while embryos classified as negative had 1 0  6. 2 ± 
2 8. 8 nuclei per embryo. It is possible that these smaller embryos 
are merely slower to develop than their littermates , but the fact that 
more of these embryos were found in AY /a x AY /a matings suggests 
that AY homozygosity may be responsible for their presence. 
No difference in number of embryos present in the uterus be­
tween the two crosses at 1 05 hours .£· £·  i ndicates that lethal embryos 
did not degenerate and disappear early in development. Further, 
counts of corpora lutea showed no difference in number of embryos 
lost between ovulation and 1 05 hours E.• c. between groups. 
Uterine reaction to the presence of embryos was not different 
between crosses. This indicates that AY /AY embryos are competent 
to cause the increased uterine capillary permeability which results 
in uterine stromal edema. However , two embryos with very few nu­
clei from AY /a x AY /a crosses did fail to elicit the decidual cell 
trans£ ormation, but this was true also of one abnormally small em­
bryo of a control cross . It seems doubtful that AY /AY embryonic 
lethality is due to inability to elicit a decidual cell reaction . This 
conclusion is in agreement with previous investigators ( Kirkham, 
1 9 1 9 ; Robertson, 1 94 2 ; Eaton and Green, 1 9 6 2 ) .  
Observations reported here do not reveal the basic developmen-
tal defect in AY homozygotes, but do suggest that homozygous AY 
lethality may begin during preimplantation developmental stages with 
partial development of embryos until implantation when cellular dif­
ferentiation and uterine-embryo communication becomes increasingly 
complex and essential for further development. The reason for differ­
ing susceptibility between embryos or between blastomeres of a sin­
gle embryo to the effects of AY homozygosity remains unclear, but 
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may be due to an inability to regulate the cellular environment as 
was s ugges ted by Wolff ( 197 1 )  as the cause of some of the pheno­
typic characteristics in the AY /- heterozygote .  Differences in the 
environment in different parts of the embryo and at different times 
in development could be fatal to one or more poorly regulating cells . 
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ULTRASTRUCTURE OF IN VNO PREIMPLANTATION 
LETHAL YELLOW (AY /AY ) MOUSE EMBRYOS 
SUMMARY 
Embryos flushed at 6 2  and 8 0  hours post coitum (.P.• .£· ) from the 
reproductive, tracts of yellow (AY /a ) and black ( a/a )  female mice 
mated to AY /a males were examined ultra structurally in an attempt 
to define the developmental defect of lethal AY homozygotes. Of 
2 4  embryos from AY /a x AY /a crosses, six were observed which had 
some morphological abnormality. Two embryos contained isolated 
blastomeres which had morphologic developmental features typical 
of younger embryos; remaining cells of this embryo were normal. 
One embryo contained a degenerating trophoblast cell. Other cells 
of this embryo were also abnormal, but not in an advanced stage of 
degeneration. Two embryos were examined which had unique nucleo­
lar morphology and an unusual abundance of intracisternal A particles. 
Finally, one embryo was in an advanced stage of degeneration af­
fecting all blastomeres. No single ultra structural alteration char­
acteristic of AY /AY embryos was found. 
INTRODUCTION 
Cuenot ( 1 905 ) was the first to draw attention to the inability 
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to produce mice homozygous for the AY allele at the agouti locus . 
Heterozygous (AY /- ) animals are identified by their bright yellow 
coat. Castle and Little ( 1 9 1 0) concluded that their inability to 
obtain an AY /AY homozygote was due to a developmental lethality . 
Ibsen and Steigleder ( 1 9 1 7 ) examined uteri of mice 1 3  to 1 9  days 
.E.• c .  and found embryo remanents resembling implantation stages in 
24 . 5 4% of the material, a close approximation to the theorectical 
25% . However, 1 2 . 3% of embryos from yellow female x non-yellow 
male matings were also degenerating. Approximately 5 %  of embryos 
from non-yellow females mated to either yellow or non-yellow males 
were classified as degenerate . 
Kirkham ( 1 9 1 9) classified 4 3  of 1 3 1  ( 3 2 .  8%) embryos examined 
as abnormal at implantation, but noted that a decidual reaction was 
stimulated . Utilizing histologic techniques, Robertson ( 1 9 4 2 ) con­
firmed the conclusion that AY /AY homoz ygotes perish at implantation 
and elicit a decidual reaction, but are unable to penetrate the uter­
ine epithelium . Further, he demonstrated through ovarian transplan­
tation that AY /AY embryos developed further in host uteri and were 
able to erode the uterine epithelium . 
Eaton and Green ( 1 9 6 2 ) reported that abnormal embryos com-
prised 4 0% of the total obtained from eight yellow x yellow crosses 
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sacrificed between 1 27 and 1 5 6 hours E.• £· In four non-yellow fe­
male x yellow male crosses , 2. 8 6 %  of the embryos were classified 
as abnormal, while 1 5 .  4% were abnormal in five yellow female x 
non-yellow male crosses. Post-implantation events were suggested 
as the source of the lethality. In a later study, Eaton and Green 
( 1 9 6 3 ) studied 4 3  yellow x yellow matings and classified 27% of the 
embryos as abnormal. No control matings were included. They con­
cluded that AY /AY developmental failure was due to lack of giant 
cell proliferation and asynchrony between embryonic and endometrial 
development. 
Pedersen ( 1 9 7 4 )  utilized AY /a x AY /a and AY /a female x a/a 
male matings and observed and cultured embryos flushed from the 
reproductive tract at 5 5  and 8 0  hours E.·  c. Before culture, 8 -cell 
embryos were normal, but after 24 hours of culture, 1 6. 8% became 
abnormal (controls: 5 .  6% abnormal ) .  Abnormal morulae and early 
blastocysts from AY /a x AY /a crosses comprised 23. 9% of the total 
when flushed from the tract (controls : 8. 8% abnormal ) and 2 6 .  9% 
after 24 hours of culture (controls: 2.  9% abnormal ) .  The earliest 
abnormality observed was developmental arrest and exclusion of 
individual blastomeres. Presumed AY /AY embryos were unable to 
hatch from the zona pellucida, but since this is not the case in vivo, 
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the author suggested a failure of trophoblast function. Post-blasto­
cyst development of presumed AY /AY embryos in vitro was abnormal 
both in inner cell mass .( ICM) and trophoblast cells. Calarco and 
Pedersen ( 1 9 7 6 ) ultrastructurally examined preimplantation stage 
embryos which had been identified as AY /AY lethals by the criteria 
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of Pedersen ( 1 9 7  4 ). Embryos examined included those cultured from 
the 4- to 8-cell stage and those flushed from the tract as blasto­
cysts. They concluded that individual blastomeres may have arrested 
as early as the 4- to 8 -cell stage; the remainder of the blastomeres 
were normal until the late blastocyst stage. 
The present study was conducted to extend the in vivo observa­
tions of Calarco and Pedersen ( 1 9 7 6 )  to pre-blastocyst developmen­
tal stages and to observe the ultrastructure of blastocysts which 
were not cultured. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
M ice derived from C5 7BL/ 6J-AY /a or -a/a stock obtained from 
The Jackson Laboratory were used in this study. Animals were 
housed in plastic cages with wire tops. Purina Mouse Chow and 
water were available ad libitum. An 8-hour n ight centered at 0 2 0 0  
was maintained by an automatic timer. Water bottles were washed 
twice and bedding changed once weekly. 
Virgin AY /a or a/a females ( 70 to 1 30 days of age) were placed 
with AY /a males and inspected daily for vaginal plugs. Copulation 
was assumed to have occurred at 0 200 and time .E• .£· was calculated 
from that hour . Females were killed by cervical dislocation at 
either 62 or 80 hours E• c .  Uteri and fallopian tubes were removed 
and flushed with • 0 7M phosphate buffer ( pH 7 .  3 ) .  Recovered em­
bryos were fixed overnight in cold phosphate-buffered 2 .  5% gluter­
aldehyde followed by two hours in phos,phate-buffered 2 %  osmium 
tetroxide . Specimens were then dehydrated in a cold ethanol series, 
taken through two changes of propylene oxide, and embedded in 
Epon 8 1 2 in plastic capsules. 
Sections were obtained using an LKB-Huxley microtome and 
glass or diamond knives . T hick (. 5 to i .  5 µm ) sections were ex­
amined either by phase contrast microscopy or by brightfield micro­
scopy following staining with toluidene blue or basic fuchsin and 
methylene blue . Thin sections were mounted on 200-mesh clean 
copper grids and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate 
(Reynolds, 19 6 3 ) . 
Five embryos from a/a female x AY /a male matings and 2 4  em­
bryos from AY /a x AY /a matings were chosen randomly for ultrastruc­
tural examination. Sections were observed and photographed with a 
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Hitachi HU-12 electron microscope at 5 0kv with either a high-con­
trast or high-resolution specimen holder . Measurements were made 
on micrographs using a magnified micrometer . Spherical diameters 
were determined by the method of Giger and Riedwyl as described 
by Weibel ( 19 7 3) .  
RESULTS 
Variation in nuclear morphology depends upon developmental 
age and cellular activity ( Szollosi , 1 97 1 ) .  Several nucleolar vari­
eties were encountered in this study. Nuclei of youn9er morulae had 
only one large , rounded, dense primary nucleolus ( figure 8 a) , while 
blastocyst nuclei ( figure 8 d) contained small , dense areas ( pars 
amorphae) surrounded by a diffuse network ( reticulation or nucleo­
nema). Several pars amorphae were frequently found within one 
reticulation . Both large and small pars amorphae were present in a 
single nucleus , although this was less common in older embryos 
whose pars amorphae tended to become smaller and the reticulation 
larger. 
Several embryos were examined which had one or two large, 
dense nucleoli surrounded by a compact , rather than a network-type, 
of granular z one ( figure 9.b ) .  Further, these nuclei had diffuse, 
scattered dense granular areas thoughout the nucleoplasm . One 
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embryo with this nucleolar morphology contained binucleate cells. 
A common feature of nuclei of morulae was the presence of 
intranuclear annulate lamellae ( IAL) composed of two parallel mem­
branes which occasionally fused to form structures similar to nuclear 
pores ( figure 9 a ). IAL frequently were found in close contact with 
the nuclear membrane and at times were continuous wi th and/or 
parallel to it. Just as frequently, they were centrally located. IAL 
were found in all of the stages examined including embryos with a 
well-developed blastocoele . 
Nucleoli were generally centrally located within the nucleus. 
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However, in embryos with diffuse nucleolar material , they were occa­
sionally found near the nuclear periphery ( figure 9 c) . In young em­
bryos , the remainder of the nucleoplasm ·was fairly homogeneous and 
composed of background chromatin material interspersed with a few 
dark granules. Older embryos showed an increase in large nucleo­
plasmic granules. 
The nuclear envelope consisted of two parallel membranes fused 
at intervals to form nuclear pores. The inner membrane was lined by 
dark-staining granules in older embryos ( figure 8 c). In favorable 
sections ,  the ou ter membrane reflected outward to form a mitochon­
drial-associated sac ( endoplasmic reticulum; figure 9 c). 
Various nuclear inclusions were found . Several nuclei in dif­
ferent embryos contained small lipid droplets { figures 9d, f ). Other 
abnormalities were not seen in these cells . Occasionally, a col­
lection of fibrous material resembling the fibrous material scattered 
throughout the cytoplasm was seen within the nucleus . Also, one 
nucleus contained what appeared to be a mitochondrion . 
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Embryonic mitochondria were complex morphological structures 
in the material studied . Varied profiles were seen in each cell, but 
mitochondria in earlier stages appeared more spherical ( figure 1 0a ), 
while those of older embryos were more elongate (figure 1 0c ) .  All 
profiles, however , appeared to result from organelles with the same 
basic structure. An outer limiting membrane contained a closely 
applied inner membrane . The inner membrane was reflected inward 
to form long, thin cristae which, in general, were in a plane parallel 
to the periphery (figures 1 1  a, b ). The inner membrane was reflected 
inward at several points to form. a large vacuole containing material 
similar to the background cytoplasmic material ( figure l l c ) .  The 
similarity of this material to cytoplasm was very obvious in areas 
containing lipid accumulations where cytoplasm was relatively free 
of the typical fibrous strands and consisted of fibrillar material . It 
appeared in some sections that mitochondrial vacuoles communicated 
with the cytoplasm through small channels formed by reflecti ons of 
the mitochondrial outer membrane ( figure 1 1  a ). Further, within the 
vacuole, there frequently was a completely empty me mbrane-limited 
vacuole . Four separate spaces were see n  in some profiles: that 
which existed between the two membranes forming the outer wall 
and the typical cristae and contained a dense, granular material; 
that found between the inner membrane and the vacuole and contain­
ing dense fibrous material; that within the vacuole which contained 
sparse fibrous material; and that within the apparently empty inner­
most vacuole ( figure 14d). 
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Every e mbryo examined contained crystalline aggregates asso­
ciated with endoplasmic reticulum. As described by Enders and 
Schlafke ( 19 6 5 ),  crystals were frequent1y attached to endoplasmic 
reticulum, forming right angles between the membrane and the crys­
talline axis (figure l l d). Crystals were c omposed of alternating 
light and dark bands repeating at 28 nm intervals. The three-dimen­
sional structure of the crystal appeared as though one layer of strands 
overlaid another at right angles. If the microscope were focused on 
a favorable crystal section, focusing through the specimen revealed 
another array at right angles immediately beneath the first. Further, 
in sections in which the depth of field was favorable, arrays in both 
directions were visible and formed a pattern of small squares. 
Numerous crystals were seen in cells which had not yet developed 
appreciable numbers of granules on the e ndoplasmic reticulum. 
Membrane-limited profiles were observed which were frequently 
associated with mitochondria ( figure 1 0a ) .  I n  some sections, these 
were reflections of the outer me mbrane of the nuclear envelope ( fig­
ure 9c). In younger embryos, the profile was dilated and contained 
a homogeneous matrix. Older embryos had increasing numbers of 
ribosomes attached to the outer border of the membrane. As the 
numbe r of attached ribosomes increased, the enclosed volume de ­
creased ( figure 1 1  d). 
A doughnut-like structure described by Enders and Schlafke 
( 1 9 6 5) in the guinea-pig blastocyst and. by Calarco and Brown 
( 1 9  69) and Calarco ( 1 97 5 )  in the mouse was seen ( figures 1 1  a, b ). 
This structure, which has been described as virus-like and termed 
an intracisternal A particle ( IAP),  was see n  more frequently in 
younger e mbryos, but was also found in those with a well-developed 
blastocoele. Particles consisted of an inner sphere about 30 nm in 
diameter surrounded by an oute r sphere 7 0 nm in diameter. In sec­
tions in which the endoplasmic reticulum was continuous with the 
outer membrane of the nuclear envelope, particles were found at the 
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point of endoplasmic reticulum origination. As the number of ribo­
somes attached to endoplasmic reticulum increased, number of IAP 
decreased .  C ertain sections suggest that these particles were, at 
least at times, attached to the endoplasmic reticulum membrane. 
T hey may have been invaginations of the membrane surrounding a 
small sphere as described by Calarco ( 1 9 7  5).  
Lipid accumulations we re a common feature of  all embryos. 
Q uantitative assessment within each embry o  is difficult from elec­
tron micrographs, but younger embryos appeared to contain smaller 
individual droplets than older embryos, but a larger number. Lipid 
droplets were found most frequently in aggregates associated with 
mitochondria, j igsaw bodies and multi vesicular aggregates . How­
ever, it was not uncommon to find isolated droplets. Single lipid 
vesicles were frequently found near the cell periphery. Occasion­
ally, one or more were seen in the s ubz onal space ( figure 1 2  a ) or 
within the nucleus (figure 9f) . A few were seen in intercellular 
spaces and in the blastocoele (figure 1 2b). Flattened, electron­
dense membranes were occasionally seen in the vicinity of lipid 
aggregates ( figure 1 2c) . In several instances, a lipid droplet was 
found in close proximity to a degradation body or even partially 
surrounded by it ( figure 1 3a). A most outstanding feature of lipid 
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accumulations was the difference in cytoplasmic density in the 
area of the lipid . This zone appeared much less dense than the 
surrounding cytoplasm and contained a paucity of fibrous material 
(figures l l a, 1 2a,  1 3b) .  This characteristic cytoplasm was also 
evident on stained thick sections examined with the light micro­
scope . 
Groups of straight or curved fibrous strands were a constant 
feature of the cytoplasm of all cells examined (figure 1 3b) .  There 
was no constant orientation to these , although they were often 
grouped together . Cross sections suggested that 1 0  to 20 fibers 
were present in each bundle (figure 1 4a) . Longitudinal sections 
consisted of two to five fibers . Favorable longitudinal sections 
demonstrated a cross-striation between two long fibers at intervals 
of approximately 5 0 nm . Two long fibers were separated by 2 0 nm . 
Cross-striations appeared in certain sections as a helical wrapping, 
but this appearance depended upon the plane of the section . Fewer 
fibrous strands were seen in cortical cytoplasm and within areas 
occupied by organelles and lipid droplets . 
Concentration of polyribosomes varied between embryos . Some 
specimens had very few ribosomes at all ( figure l l a) ,  some had 
many free ribosomes ( figure 8d), and yet  others contained many 
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polyribosomal clusters plus many ribosomes attached to the endo­
plasmic reticulum. The number of ribosomes attached to endo­
plasmic reticulum appeared to vary with volume and content of the 
cisternae . Reticulum which was practically free of ribosomes con­
tained many !AP ,  and was associated with crystalline material. As 
the ribosomal content of both cytoplasm and endoplasmic reticulum 
increased ,  cisternae became increasingly flattened and elongated. 
Aggregates of darkly-staining structures which we re identified 
as j igsaw or I-bodies by Calarco and Brown ( 1 9 69 )  because of their 
j igsaw-like aggregations were seen as a universal constituent. 
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These structures contained a homogeneous matfix and were membrane­
limited with an average diameter of 31 0 nm (figure 1 4a ) . They were 
usually found in groups. Areas rich in other organelles ,  especially 
mitochondria,  frequently contained I-bodies. Often, in many spec­
ime ns ,  a pe ripheral dark '' smudge II was found. A definite shape or 
structure for this darker area could not be ascertained, but its diam­
eter was about 9 0  nm. 
Structures which have previously been described as degradation 
and myelin bodies were seen in all e mbryos. Several types and inter­
mediates were observed. A membrane-limited vesicle containing 
conde nsed granular material was usually located in areas containing 
J-bodies , lipids and mitochondria (figure 14c) . A second type of 
structure composed of many groups of concentric membranes within 
one limiting membrane was also found in these areas ( figure 14c) . 
Further , combinations of these two inclusions were common . 
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Cytoplasmic vesicles were usually grouped into what Calarco 
and Brown ( 19 6 9) termed multivesicular aggregates ( MVA) . These 
aggregations consisted of larger central vesicles each surrounded 
by a single layer of many smaller vesicles (figure 12c) . Often, the 
central vesic le had a C -shaped profile . Cytoplasm containing MVA 
was more electron dense than the surrounding cytoplasm . MVA 
were common in perinuclear regions , but were also found more pe­
ripherally .  
Other cellular features observed included the Golgi apparatus , 
microtubules and midbodies . The Golgi apparatus was found in many 
cells , but was typically small (figure 13c) . Endoplasmic reticulum 
was frequently proximal to the Golgi apparatus . A few isolated micro­
tubules were seen in the cortical region { figure 14d) and in the peri­
nuclear cytoplasm .  Large numbers of microtubules were found in 
areas which contained remanents of midbodies ( figure l 4e) . 
Free cellular surfaces generally possessed small microvilli .  An 
arrangement of fine filaments could be seen in some sections (figure 
1 Ob) ; certain cross-sections of microvi lli had a clear central zone 
s urrounded by a homogeneous ring . 
Invaginations of the cell surface were frequently obs erved on 
the free surface and between cells . Some s ections s howed a dark­
ened are a  at the convex surface of the invagination and , occasion­
ally , fibrous strands were s een proj ecting into the cytoplasm from 
thi s surface as de scribed by Enders and Schlafke ( 1 9 6 5 ;  figure 1 4f ) .  
Specializ ed area s of contact betwe en adj acent cells  of young 
embryos were not found , although a fairly c onstant s pace was seen 
( figure 1 2 a ) .  Older embryos exhibited increasingly complex j unc ­
tions between cells of the ICM , between trophoblast  cells , and be ­
tween ICM and trophoblast cells . In a few embryos , exceedingly 
complex microvillus entanglements were seen between short lengths 
of cell contacts . Frequently , villi from two adj acent cells were 
interlocked ( figure 1 4b ) . 
Unus ual structures or structural arrangements  at this stage of 
development were seen in six s pecimens , but the s e  were alike in 
only two embryos ,  the others being unique . One very degenerate 
embryo  wa s found which had large interc ellular s paces ,  very irregu­
lar cell margins and nuclear membrane s ,  and an exce edingly crowded 
cytoplas m .  The cytoplas m  of thi s embryo appeared very granular 
and contained large degradation bodies . J-bodie s  were abnormally 
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clear . Nucleolar reticulations were present , but appeared frag­
mented . 
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A second embryo included one vacuolated trophoblast cell which 
was degenerating (figure 1 5a ) .  Also within this specimen was a 
blastomere which contained a large, empty vacuole ( figure l S b ) .  
Another cell showed a large, organelle-free cytoplasmic projection 
( figure 1 6a ) . 
Two embryos were examined which contained an isolated blasto­
mere; however , the remainder of the cells appeared normal . The 
isolated blastomeres contained very condensed cytoplasmic material . 
Two embryos were very striking in the number of IAP within the 
endoplasmic reticulum . Besides unusual concentrations of IAP , both 
embryos had large nucleoli with far less than usual reticulation 
(figure 9b ) .  Other abnormal nuclear morphology in these embryos 
included scattered dense areas similar to fibrillo-granular bodies 
described by Hillman and Hillman ( 1 9 7 5 ) . Further, one of these 
embryos was clearly binucleate and had an isolated blastomere 
( figure 1 6b ) .  In all other respects, these embryos appeared normal . 
Discussion 
Observations of change in nucleolar morphology with age agree 
with the description given by Hillman and Tasca ( 1 9 6 9) . Nucleoli 
in two embryos classified as abnormal appeared retarded for their 
chronological age. These embryos also contained large numbers 
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of IAP which should occur only in younger embryos ( Calarco and 
Szollosi, 19 7 3). Apparently , these embryos were developmentally 
retarded, but identification as lethal homozygotes cannot be ascer­
tained. A wide developmental range is normally found in pre-implan­
tation mouse embryos (Lewis and Wright , 1 9 3 5) .  However , since 
one of these embryos also had binucleate cells , the possibility that 
these were normal is lessened. 
IAL probably result from reformation of the nuclear envelope 
after cell division (Calarco and Brown , 19 6 9) .  Other nuclear 
inclusions (lipids, fibrous material, mitochondria) could result 
normally by " entrapment " with nuclear envelope reformation. Cells 
containing these nuclear inclusions were normal in all aspects. 
Older embryos appeared to contain more crystalline material. 
Embryos containing flattened endoplasmic reticulum with large num­
bers of attached ribosomes had the most crystals, while embryos 
with dilated endoplasmic reticulum with few attached ribosomes and 
more numerous IAPs contained the least . Interestingly, crystals 
were found in all six embryos classified as ab!}ormal and in isolated 
blastomeres which were in an advanced stage of degradation. Also, 
presence of numerous crystals in degenerating isolated blastomeres 
indicates that these cells had developed normally, at least in the 
biochemical pathways which support crystal synthesis, to an ad­
vanced pre- implantation stage . 
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Morphological association of lipid-like vesicles with certain 
other organelles suggests a functional relationship . Degradation 
bodies often partially enclosed lipid droplets, but no functional 
conclusions can be made . Lipid associations with mitochondria 
were less intimate, but more frequent . The presence of lipid vesi­
cles in the subzonal space and blastocoelic cavity indicates that 
they could maintain the ir integrity outside of the cytoplasm even 
though a limiting membrane was not present . If these vesicles made 
a normal contribution to blastocoelic fluid, it would be necessary 
that they disperse when released from the cell . 
The probability of randomly drawing a sample containing all 
AY/a or a/a embryos for this investigation is . 0 0 1 .  Therefore, it 
is almost certain that at least one of the observe d embryos was of 
the AY /AY genotype . With the expected segregation, the sample 
examined would, on the average, contain six lethal homozygous 
e mbryos . Six embryos were found with abnormal characteristics, 
but due to the diversity of observed abnormalities, it seems doubt­
ful that these all represent AY /AY embryos . Since previous 
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investigators ( Kirkham, 1 9 1 9; Robertson, 1 94 2 ;  Eaton and Green , 
1 9  6 2, 1 9  6 3) found the expected ratio· at or shortly after implantation, 
abnormalities at the morula-to-early blastocyst stage would probably 
be ultra structural rather than gross . Of the abnormal embryos ex­
amined, those which are most likely to be the lethal homozygotes 
are either those with isolated degenerating cells or those which are 
lagging in development. These findings agree with the identifica­
tion by Pedersen ( 1 9 7 4) of developmentally arrested embryos or 
those with some degenerating, excluded cells as the AY /AY embryos 
in culture . However, culture techniques may affect expression of 
the AY /AY genotype resulting in either expediting or delaying symp­
toms of the metabolic defect. 
The description of the presumptive AY /AY embryos by Calarco 
and Pedersen ( 1 9 7 6 )  based upon both in vivo and in vitro embryos 
agrees with ultrastructural observations reported in the present 
study. In both reports, isolated blastomeres had ultra structural 
features characteristic of embryos at an earlier developmental stage . 
However, it is difficult to postulate why one or a few cells perished, 
while the remainder continued development normally . The location 
of the ill-fated- cell within the embryo may expose it to a slightly 
different environment than its neighbors. If the molecular result of 
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the AY gene is a critical homeostatic regulatory substance (Wolff, 
19 7 1  ) , a small environmental difference may be uncorrectable by 
the AY homozygote. If this is true, the location of the affected 
blastomere within the developing embryo may make certain cells 
more susceptible to degeneration. Therefore, cells which are 
destined to become either ICM or trophoblast may be differentially 
affected because of their location within the morula. Calarco and 
Pedersen ( 19 7 6 ) suggested on the basis of subjective observations 
that ICM cells may be more susceptible to effects of the AY gene, 
and if small environmental differences are the cause of the single­
cell degeneration, this may be true. They also suggested that AY /AY 
embryos exhibit an extended phenocritical period, and that all em­
bryos perish by implantation. Changes in the uterine environment 
during early pregnancy, environmental variability between different 
uterine locations, and developmental metabolic changes in the em­
bryo itself could account for the variable phenocritical period. 
Further, more degenerate embryos are found in AY /a females than 
in a/a. females when both are mated to black males. If yellow mice 
cannot regulate their internal environment with the same degree of 
precision as blacks, the uterine environment may be less favorable 
for both AY /AY lethals and AY /a and a/a normal embryos as suggested 
by Robertson ( 194 2 ) .  
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Figures 8 through 1 6 : Electron micrographs of embryos removed 
from the reproductive tract at 6 2  to 8 0  hours .2. · .£· All micro­
graphs are of ultrastructurally normal embryos resulting from 
AY /a x AY /a matings unless otherwise noted in the legend. 
Figure 8. a )  Nucleus of blastomere within a morula resulting 
from an AY /a male x a/a female mating. Nucleolus ( n )  is 
exceedingly dense with little reticulation. Several intranuc­
lear annulate lamellae are present. 
b )  Nucleolus of cell shown in figure 8d. In contrast 
to the nucleolus shown in figure Sa, several small, dense pars 
amorphae are surrounded by an extensive reticulation. 
c) Nuclear membrane of nucleus shown in figure 8d. 
An intranuclear annulate lamellae is present near the inner 
nuclear membrane. Note the granular border of �he inner nuc­
lear membrane. 
d )  Nuclei of two cells of an early blastocyst. Mito­
chondria are vacuolated , but profiles of endoplasmic reticulum, 
which are studded with ribosomes , are flattened. These fea­
tures are typical of this developmental stage. 
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Figure 9 .  a) Nucleus of late morula . Nucleolus ( n )  is made-up 
of several pars amorphae with granular reticulation . Arrowhead 
indicates intranuclear annulate lamellae consisting of two par­
allel structures which fuse at intervals . 
b )  Nucleus of apparently abnormal morula. Nucleo­
nema surrounding largest nucleolus is homogeneous . . Three 
unusual granular areas are seen in the center of the nucleus. 
Smaller granular aggregates are scattered throughout the nu­
cleoplasm. Endoplasmic reticulum of this cell was filled by 
many intra cistemal A particles . 
c )  Portions of two blastocyst nuclei . Zona pellucida 
is at upper left . The upper nucleus is that of a trop�oblast 
cell , while the lower nucleus is within an inner cell mass cell. 
No ultra structural difference between the cells is apparent . 
Reticulation of nucleolus of upper cell is organized and the 
nucleoplasm is homogeneous . Arrowhead indicates point of 
folding of outer membrane to form endoplasmic reticulum . 
Area within rectangle is enlarged in figure 9e . 
d) Nucleus of morula blastomere . Nucleolus is large, 
but with some organized reticulation . Rectangle contains an 
intranuclear lipid droplet; an enlargement of this area is shown 
in figure 9f. 
e ) . Enlargement of enclosed area in figure 9c showing 
reflection of outer nuclear membrane . Many ribosomes are 
evident along the outer border of the endoplasmic reticulum 
membrane . 
f) Enlargement of figure 9d showing intranuclear lipid 
droplet. 
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Figure 1 0 .  a )  Crystals , endoplasmic reticulum with few attached 
ribosomes ( er), and spherical mitochondria ( m) within a 
morula. Arrow indicates crystal which appears cross-hatched. 
b )  Outer membrane of morula blastomere . Cross section 
of microvilli ( arrowhead) have an inner clear zone surrounded by 
a ring of spaced granules, which in tum is enclosed by a slightly 
more electron-dense zone . Cortical differences in electron den­
sity are also apparent in longitudinal sections. 
c) Portion s of three cells bordering on the blastocoele 
within an early blastocyst . Zone of clear cytoplasm encirc les 
the large lipid droplet ( L ) .  Mitochondria ( m) are less spher­
ical than at earlier developmental stages, but are vacuolated . 
Specialized areas of contact are present along cell interfaces. 
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Figure 1 1  . a) Composite micrograph of three cells of a morula. 
Zona pellucida ( p )  is at the top of the figure. Arrow indicates 
lipid droplet between zona pellucida and cell membrane. A 
portion of a midbody ( asterisk ) is seen at the upper left. 
Spherical, vacuolated mitochondria, lipid droplets, jigsaw 
bodies and other organelles are grouped, leaving large areas 
of organelle-free cytoplasm. 
b )  Lipid droplet ( L )  within the blastocoele of an early 
blastocyst. Even though the droplet is within the blastocoele, 
it has maintained its integrity. 
c) Organelles of morphologically abnormal blastomere 
of morula. Nucleoli of this embryo are similar to those shown 
in figure 9b. Endoplasmic reticulum was full of very dense 
intracisternal A particles, but organelles were otherwise normal. 
Many of the profiles seen in the multi vesicular aggregate ( mva ) 
could be explained if the structure were constructed of two types 
of vesicles : one which is large and cup-shaped, and one which 
is small and spherical. Many of the smaller vesicles surround 
each of the larger ones. 
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Figure 12 . a)· Organelles of blastomere of morula . Mitochondria 
are s pherical; arrow indicates mitochondria in which cristae 
lie parallel to the outer membrane . As teris k s  indicate endo­
plasmic reticulum containing many intracisternal A particles .  
Aggregation of lipid droplets ( L )  is typical; cytoplasm in the 
area of droplets is les s  dense than elsewhere in the cell . 
Fibrous strands· are scattered throughout the cytoplasm . Area 
within rectangle is enlarged in figure 12b . 
b )  Enlargement of figure 12a showing agranular endo­
plasmic reticulum containing doughnut-shaped intracisternal 
A particles . Vacuolated mitochondria are also seen . 
c) Portions of mitochondrion ( m )  and conce.ntric mem­
branes of myelin body ( mb ) within a cell of a morula . Asterisk 
indicates vacuole within mitochondrion whose contents resembles 
background cytoplas m .  
d )  Flattened endoplasmic reticulum with many attached 
ribos ome s (arrow ) and crystals ( c )  within an early blastocyst . 
No intracisternal A particles were present . A portion of a 
multi vesicular aggregate is seen in the lower left of the figure . 
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Figure 1 3 .  a) Lipid droplet  in as sociation with a degradation 
body near the periphery of a cell of an early blastocy s t .  
b) Portions of three blas tomere s of a morula . Mito­
chondria ( m) are grouped and contain vesicle s .  Cytoplasm 
in areas surrounding lipid droplets ( L )  is le s s  electron-dense 
than in lipid-free areas . Only a few crys tals ( c) were s een 
in the s e  cells . Jigsaw bodie s at lower left frequently have an 
eccentric electron-dens e area . 
c) Tangential s ection of nucleus of blas tomere within 
a morula . Organelle s form a zone around the nucleus . A 
portion of the Golgi apparatus ( g) is pre s ent at the _ left of the 
figure . 
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F igure 1 4. a) Jigsaw bodies ( J )  and multi vesicular aggregate of 
a morula blastomere. An eccentric opacity is present on sev­
eral j igsaw bodies . Two C -shaped profiles are surrounded by 
smaller vesicles . Arrowhead indicates cross section of fibrous 
strands. 
b )  Complex interface between two cells of an early 
blastocyst . Cell membranes were parallel on either side of 
this complex area. A portion of a multi vesicular aggregate 
( mva) is seen at the left. 
c )  Degradation bodies (db ) and myelin body ( mb) 
within a blastomere of an early blastocyst. 
d )  Mitochondrion and cell-to-cell interface of an early 
blastocyst. Mitochondrion at lower left of figure contains four 
compartments with contents of different densitie·s. A portion of 
the nucleus is present in the upper left. Microtubules are seen 
in the cortical cytoplasm (arrow ) .  
e ) Portion of midbody in an early blastocyst. Many 
microtubules ( t) are present within the midbody . Arrowhead 
indicates an area of membrane specializat ion. Cytoplasm 
is confluent between the two cells at the base of the midbody. 
f )  Membranes of two early blastocyst cells facing the 
zona pellucida. Arrow indicates invagination of the cell mem­
brane which has an electron-dense coating along its inner 
margin. A similar depression is seen closer to the j unction of 
the two cells. 
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Figure 15 . a )  Portions of three cells of an abnormal blastocyst. 
A degenerating blastomere is present between the zona pel­
lucida at the top of the figure and two apparently normal cells 
at the bottom . At this magnification, intracisternal A particles 
( IAP) appear crowded and dense. Membrane of degenerating 
cell is irregular. Crystalline arrays ( c) , lipids and multi-
vesicular aggregates within the degenerating cell are normal 
i n  appearance . Organelles of other cells observed from this 
embryo appeared normal . 
b) Abnormal blastomere with large intracellular vacuole 
within an early blastocyst. Organelles of this cell are ultra­
structurally normal . However, cytoplasm of other blastomeres 
within this embryo were less dense than their neig�bors and 
had abnormally large , organelle-free areas. 
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Figure 16 . a) Abnormal organelle -free cytoplasmic projection 
within an early blastocyst . Note the difference in density 
between the projection and the portions of the two cells seen 
at the right . Cell outlines were irregular in this embryo. 
b) Binucleate cell of abnormal morula. Nuclear mor­
phology is similar to the nucleus seen in figure 9b . Arrow 
indicates area rich in intracisternal A particles . Flattened ,  




Studies reported here and elsewhere on activity and feed utiliza­
tion by yellow mice suggest that differences in metabolic pathways 
between yellow and black mice are in operation. The nature of such 
alterations is unknown , as are factors which affect them. However, 
if there actually is no change in intake or output of energy , less may 
have been lost and more retained in= storage compounds. One possible 
explanation for this is the presence of an enzyme ( s) which catalyzes 
reactions which are more efficient. It is not necessary to postulate 
a new or altered enzyme as the result of the AY gene, but only a slight 
shift in the main direction of metabolic pathways towards one or a 
series of more efficient pathways. 
Alteration of factors other than the metabolic pathways themselves 
is a second possibility for a mechanism of action of the AY gene. 
Particular biochemical pathways may be favored or be more efficient 
due to small changes in environmental factors s uch as hydro9en ion 
concentration or temperature. Small environmental fluctuations could 
also account for the death of individual embryonic cells and the loss 
of greater numbers of embryos in yellow females. A definite and 
constant environment is necessary for normal embryonic development. 
The AY /AY embryo may be able to maintain a correct intracellular 
environment under optimal conditions, but cells in particularly un­
favorable parts of the embryo may be destroyed before the maj ority 
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is lost to the hostile uterine environment at implantation. The AY /� 
female may not be able to provide the optimum environment in all 
areas of the uterus due to positional or circulatory ( or other ) factors, 
and thus loses more than the normal number of embryos. 
It has been suggested by several investigators that the most 
central system to the known phenotypic characteristics of the yellow 
mouse is the hypothalamus. An alteration in this portion of the 
brain, or a closely related area, could cause metabolic alterations 
indirectly through its effects on the control systems of the cellular 
environment . For example, a change in respiratory rate induced by 
changes in the medulla would affect the cellular environment, and 
this would in turn affect the activities of metabolic pathways. In 
such a system, hormonal factors could play a central role or may 
simply have effects which are additive to those of the primary 
alteration. 
Wolff ( 1 9 7 1 )  suggested that the AY gene controls a regulatory 
factor ; however, this need not be a primary gene product itself, but 
j ust an alteration in the balance of the normal cellular constituents. 
Further, it need not be a direct result of the mutant gene, but could 
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be separated from the primary product by several steps.  
The suggestion by Cleffman ( 1 9 64 ) that the AY gene has its 
effect on pigment formation by removing the copper which i s  neces sary 
for tyrosinase activity suggests pos sibilities for the action of the 
gene in other proces ses . Removal of essential cofactors could 
redirect the favored pathways in certain crucial control steps .  The 
effect would be different depending on the function of the particular 
cell. Also, each of several primary effects could have many second­
ary effects. Defining the primary defect, therefore, becomes an 
overwhelming task. However, the use of the mutant as a model for 
specific defined systems is  still pos sible and has potential value. 
Knowledge concerning relationships of the entire sy stem of cause 
and effects may eventually give a clearer picture of the basic defect 
itself. 
In spite of the pos sible greater metabolic efficiency, better 
insulation, and large, utilizable energy reserve of the yellow mouse, 
the agouti coat color pattern, and its astr nciated metabolis m, has 
been the product of natural selection . In mice bearing the AY gene, 
the major selective disadvantages may be its poorer camouflage from 
predators and the homozygous lethality . However, the viable yellow 
mouse ( AVY /-) frequently has a coat color similar to wild-type 
agouti and no embryonic lethality. Yet, the wild-type agouti is 
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preferred. Therefore , other phenotypic characteristics of the yellow 
mouse may affect systems of greater importance to survival. As has 
been demonstrated in selection of animals for certain commercial 
traits , deleterious characteristics may accompany selection for those 
which seem desireable. 
The ability of the yellow mouse to redirect its metabolism to 
more efficient reactions may have value to commercial livestock 
producers. A simple treatment which would cause a similar gain in 
feed efficiency may be valuable. 
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APPENDIX 
1 47 
Respiratory Pressure Transducer 
A device was cons tructed to measure respiratory pres sures 
and/or rates in mice or other animals without the need for animal 
stres s ,  anes thesia, or direct electrical connections to the animal. 
In operation, the animal is placed in a wire mesh container of a 
size that  movements are limited ( thereby shortening the time nec­
essary for acclimatization) and the container is placed into any 
container which can be made air- tight . If only respiratory rate is 
desired , it is not necessary to tightly seal the container. Also, 
if res piratory rate is to be measured , the container mu s t  not be 
s ealed until immediately before the determination is made due to 
the respiratory-stimulating effect of carbon dioxide. Soda lime may 
be added to the container to eli minate the problem of carbon dioxide 
build-up. 
If pressures are being mea sured, the container is sealed with 
a s:opper with two openings: one connected to a three-way stopcock 
and one to the manometer of the transducer. T he transducer is attached 
to a pen recorder through commercially-available impedance-mea suring 
circuits, and a respiratory pressure tracing is obtained. In practice, 
mice tend to spend a great deal of time becoming accustomed to the 
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to the smell of their new environment; therefore , it is necessary to 
wait until they are lightly sleeping. 
The principle upon which the transducer operates is that 
which relates impedance and cross-sectional diameter of the con­
ductor. The device is constructed by partially submerging two 
electrodes in an ionic solution within a manometer . Construction 
is simplified if one conductor is completely submerged in the sol­
ution ( appendix figure 1 ). With the device in operation , pressure 
within the animal container varies with the animal ' s  respiratory 
pressure and moves the fluid within the manometer proportionally. 
Movement of the ionic fluid, in effect, changes the diameter of 
the " conductor" between the electrodes and presents a detectable 
signal . This detection is accomplished through commercially­
available impedance measuring circuits. 
The device can be calibrated by attaching a calibrated 
syringe to the three-way stopcock and injecting a known volume of 
air. The change in pressure due to increasing the volume of the 
closed container by the injected amount can be calculated . An 
alternate procedure is to attach a mercury manometer to the stopcock 
and calibrate directly . 
T he device is extremely sensitive, and this is the reason 
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Appendix Figure 1 .  Pres sure-sensitive transducer as used to 
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that the container does not need to be closed to ge t a tracing suit­
able to calculate respiratory rate. Sensitivity can be regulated 
both by varying the electrical circuit and by varying the amount of 
ionic solution which covers the recording electrode . 
Vibration Transducer 
1 5 1  
A device similar in principle of operation to the respiratory 
pressure transducer was used to measure vibration . It was constructed 
so that it was suitable for measuring mouse activity within small cages , 
but other applications are possible . 
In operation , the device ( appendix figure 2 ) is placed upon 
the source of vibration and the recording electrodes are attached to 
impedance -measuring circuits. Vibration of the transducer causes 
movement of the ionic solution and presents a detectable signal. This 
signal is recorded by any suitable device. In the experiment described 
on page 4 6, the transducer was attached to a very slow-moving pen 
recorder. The tracing obtained was a solid pattern with peaks and 
depressions; the area of this pattern was estimated by a morphometric 
procedure.  However, digital tallying equipment could be used to give 
a direct reading of vibration. 
This device is very sensitive and can be adjusted to suit 
the magnitude o� the vibration to be measured both electrically and by 
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Appendix Figure 2 .  Vibration-sensitive transducer used to measure 
activity in mice . 
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changing the depth to which the electrode s are s ubmerged . 
